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---

cdt133 @cdt133
What's up Millersville MSWs? #macrosw

2 hours ago

---

tayjaramillo @tayjaramillo2
#macrosw sos, tweeting for a class! 🤷‍♂️

2 hours ago

---

Michael Che Snodgrass @CheSnodgrass
#2100 #MacroSW Good evening everyone, my name is Michael Che Snodgrass

2 hours ago

---

ACOSA @acosaorg
#MacroSW is starting in 10 minutes. See lots of students tonight. Great to have everyone here!

an hour ago

---

DT Bruno @dplusbruno
RT @acosaorg: #MacroSW is starting in 10 minutes. See lots of students tonight. Great to have everyone here!

an hour ago

---

ain'tnostoppingmenow @aintnostopping2
#MacroSW #Sw3100 Hey

an hour ago
Keisha Grundy @GrundyKeisha
Hi I am Keisha Grundy(@GrundyKeisha), a BSW student and my #SW3100 class is participating in the chat tonight #MacroSW

an hour ago

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
Sorry to miss the #MacroSW chat tonight on the 2020 Census - we'll check out the transcript tomorrow!

an hour ago

Morgan Benson @MorganB02814905
Hi I am Morgan Benson, a BSW student, and my #SWK3100 class is participating in the chat tonight! #MacroSW

an hour ago

R.Tansil @FutureSW3
RT @AlyssaLotmore: The 2020 Census will impact health, housing, education, children, & critical infrastructure for the next 10 yrs. Join #M...

an hour ago

Michael L @buffaloM3L
Good evening, my name is Michael and I'm a MSW student at SUNYBuffalo #MacroSW

an hour ago

Michelle Hill SW3100 @sw3100
#Hi, I am Michelle Hill, a BSW student and my #SW3100 class is participating in the Chat tonight #MacroSW.

an hour ago

Andre Flowers @AndreFl96962143
#MacroSw hey my friend Keisha Grundy, how have you been?

an hour ago

Kemt @Kemt45669330
RT @OfficialMacroSW: #MacroSW 2020 Census and the Citizenship Question 2/7/19 https://t.co/wpugM7rSb5 https://t.co/qJXFceRv9o

an hour ago
Jason Agnello @DailyFitCoach
MSW Student at UB #SW500 #MacroSW

ACOSA @acosaorg
#MacroSW starts in 5 minutes. Tonight's topic is 2020 Census and the Citizenship Question.

Elizabeth Morales @lizm_MSWstudent
Hi my name is Liz Morales I'm a 1st year MSW student @csudh
#MacroSW #CSUDHmsw501

Estela P. Torres @EstelaT_
Hi, my name is Estela. I am excited to be part of this chat!
#CSUDHmsw501 #MacroSW

Evelinda Parra @Evelinda_Parra
Hello, My name is Evelinda, I am a MSW student from CSUDH, excited to join another chat! #CSUDHmsw501 #macrosw

Jas @Jasmine_C27
Hi am Jasmine. A BSW student and my #SW3100 class is participating in the chat tonight #MacroSW

Kemt @Kemt45669330
@AlyssaLotmore @OfficialMacroSW @acosaorg @NYCounts2020
Agree. First time on Twitter. Looking forward to the discussion! #MacroSW

Michael Che Snodgrass @CheSnodgrass
RT @CheSnodgrass: #2100 #MacroSW Good evening everyone, my name is Michael Che Snodgrass
Stephanie Vega @sdvega13
macroSW

Viviana Pereyra @vivianasw1
Hello my name is Viviana Pereyra and I can't wait to be part of another chat! #CSUDHmsw501 #macrosw

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @AlyssaLotmore: The 2020 Census will impact health, housing, education, children, & critical infrastructure for the next 10 yrs. Join #M...

wilsjt3 @wilsjt3
@AndreF196962143 trying to get prepared #wilsjt3 for #MacroSW from #SW3100

DT Bruno @dplusbruno
RT @acosaorg: #MacroSW starts in 5 minutes. Tonight’s topic is 2020 Census and the Citizenship Question.

Jeralyn Bolanos @BolanosJeralyn
Hello, my name is Jeralyn Bolanos and I am an MSW student at CSUDH. #CSUDHmsw501 #MacroSW

TFlowers @TFlower29170309
@AndreF196962143 Doing well! Ready to get started with the discussion. #MacroSW #SW3100

🎉mizz_picklezz🎉 @mizzpicklezz
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Get ready for tonight's #MacroSW chat and catch up on last week! Listen to our weekly podcast...who knows, you may get...
wilsjt3 @wilsjt3
@CheSnodgrass Hey Big Mike.. James for #MacroSW from #SW3100

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
#MacroSW Chats is about to start. Zane May from @acosaorg is hosting tonight. #socialwork

Estela P. Torres @EstelaT_
RT @Evelinda_Parra: Hello, My name is Evelinda, I am a MSW student from CSUDH, excited to join another chat!
#CSUDHmsw501 #macrosw

ain'tnostoppingmenow @aintnostopping2
#MacroSW. My name is Lou, Bsw student. Participating in Sw3100.

🎉mizz_picklezz🎉 @mizzpicklezz
RT @AlyssaLotmore: The 2020 Census will impact health, housing, education, children, & critical infrastructure for the next 10 yrs. Join #M...

DT Bruno @dplusbruno
RT @OfficialMacroSW: #MacroSW Chats is about to start. Zane May from @acosaorg is hosting tonight. #socialwork

DT Bruno @dplusbruno
Hi everyone! Name's DT and I am first-year MSW @ @ColumbiaSSW. I am doing policy track which means it's #MacroSW #MacroSW #MacroSW year-long for me 😊

ACOSA @acosaorg
#MacroSW is starting now.
Angel Hollobaugh @AngelHollobaugh
Hi, I am Angel Hollobaugh, a BSW student and my #SW3100 class is participating in the Chat tonight #MacroSW.”

keyera butler @ButlerKeyera
Hi, I am Keyera a BSW student and my #SWK3100 class is participating in the chat tonight #MacroSW

ACOSA @acosaorg
This is the second #MacroSW chat of 2019. Last week @poliSW hosted the chat on locality development. Chat transcript can be found here >> https://t.co/97nTc27T70

Caroline R Horrigan @CRHorrigan
Hi, everyone! I'm Caroline from Buffalo, NY. I'm a first year MSW student at UB. I'm excited to see how this goes! #MacroSW

R.Tansil @FutureSW3
@OfficialMacroSW #MacroSW #SW3100 Hi I'am Rosalyn,a BSW student at Uof D Mercy and my #SW3100 class is participating in the chat tonight.#MacroSW"

👑mizz_picklezz👑 @mizzpicklezz
RT @OfficialMacroSW: #MacroSW Chats is about to start. Zane May from @acosaorg is hosting tonight. #socialwork

Emily Schaffstall @emschaffstall
RT @OfficialMacroSW: #MacroSW Chats is about to start. Zane May from @acosaorg is hosting tonight. #socialwork

ACOSA @acosaorg
Tonight’s topic is 2020 Census and the Citizenship Question. #MacroSW
ACOSA @acosaorg
Let’s start with a roll call. Please introduce yourselves #MacroSW

an hour ago

elizabeth wynne @lizwynne2020
Hello, I am Liz! I am BSW student and my #SW3100 class is participating in the Chat tonight #MacroSW

an hour ago

Laura Caballero @lauracaba
Hi, my name is Laura Caballero. I’m currently a 1st year MSW student at California State University, Dominguez Hills. #CSUDHmsw501 #MacroSW

an hour ago

luramazu @luramazu
Hi!! I'm Lura, first year SW student at UB #MacroSW

an hour ago

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @acosaorg: This is the second #MacroSW chat of 2019. Last week @poliSW hosted the chat on locality development. Chat transcript can be f...

an hour ago

ACOSA @acosaorg
Remember to include the hashtag #MacroSW in all your tweets.

an hour ago

NataliCervantes @NataliCervant10
Hello everyone I’m Natali, currently a first year MSW student at CSUDH. This is my first Twitterchat #macroSW #CSUDHmsw501

an hour ago

Yadira Guitron-Cayetano @GuitronYadira
Hello everyone! My name is Yadira and I am excited about today's Twitter chat! #CSUDHmsw501 #MacroSW

an hour ago
TFlowers @TFlower29170309
Hello My name is Tiffany Flowers, UDMercy Detroit #MacroSW #SWK3100

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @acosaorg: This is the second #MacroSW chat of 2019. Last week @poliSW hosted the chat on locality development. Chat transcript can be f...

Kristie Holmes @DrKristie
No matter how many times I block this ad it keeps popping up. This is a terrible product. People have trouble presenting themselves as it is. Fake reading books doesn’t make you more interesting. @blinkist #macrosw #AcademicTwitter

Stephen Cummings LISW ☕ @spcummings
RT @acosaorg: #MacroSW starts in 5 minutes. Tonight’s topic is 2020 Census and the Citizenship Question.

DT Bruno @dplusbruno
RT @acosaorg: This is the second #MacroSW chat of 2019. Last week @poliSW hosted the chat on locality development. Chat transcript can be f...

ACOSA @acosaorg
I’m Zane May and I’m representing ACOSA as a chat contributor for #MacroSW. I’m Tweeting out of Wichita, Kansas tonight.

cdt133 @cdt133
Christopher, MSW student at Millersville University in southeast PA. #macrosw
Michael L @buffaloM3L @acosaorg My name is Michael and I’m a MSW student from SUNY Buffalo #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW RT @acosaorg: Let’s start with a roll call. Please introduce yourselves #MacroSW

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson RT @acosaorg: I’m Zane May and I’m representing ACOSA as a chat contributor for #MacroSW. I’m Tweeting out of Wichita, Kansas tonight.

AliciaPopp @AliciaMSW2020 Excited to be back for my second Twitter chat. From Buffalo, NY. MSW student #MacroSW

ACOSA @acosaorg Shout out to the #MacroSW partners: @karenzgoda @SunyaFolayan @porndaughter @VilissaThompson @spcummings

Camille Sinclair @CamilleSinclai4 Good evening, I am Camille Sinclair, a BSW student at UDM. My #SW3100 class and I are excited to participate in the chat tonight with all of you. #MacroSW

ryphamMU @MuRypham Ryan MSW/MSEM Millersville university. #macrosw

ACOSA @acosaorg I also want to thank the other #MacroSW chat contributors @AlyssaLotmore and @ubssw.
Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson
RT @acosaorg: Shout out to the #MacroSW partners: @karenzgoda @SunyaFolayan @porndaughter @VilissaThompson @spcummings

Angelica Cohen @ACohen_876
#MacroSW Hi Everyone! My name is Angelica. I'm an MSW student at CSUDH and I'm excited to be part of this twitter chat #CSUDHmsw501

Taylor @Tayloracloutier
@acosaorg Hi, I am Taylor, Im excited to take part tonight with my #SW3100 class! #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
Hi #macrowsw! @nancy_kusmaul, assistant professor @umbc @mdsocialwork and #macrosw regular.

Kemt @Kemt45669330
@acosaorg @OfficialMacroSW First Time on Twitter, Erika from Millersville Univ. #MacroSW

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @acosaorg: I'm Zane May and I'm representing ACOSA as a chat contributor for #MacroSW. I’m Tweeting out of Wichita, Kansas tonight.

Carolina Pacheco @cpacheco251
Hey y'all! My name is Carolina and I’m ready for another twitter chat! #CSUDHmsw501 #macrosw

Camille Sinclair @CamilleSinclai4
@acosaorg Good evening, I am Camille Sinclair, a BSW student at UDM. My #SW3100 class and I are excited to participate in the chat tonight with all of you. #MacroSW
Kristen Fisher @Kristen73023000
Hi! I'm Kristen, a mater's student at UB. #MacroSW

an hour ago

Evelinda Parra @Evelinda_Parra
Hello, I am Evelinda, a MSW at CSUDH, excited to be hear! #macrosw #CSUDHmsw501

an hour ago

ACOSA @acosaorg
Tonight's guest experts are Liz OuYang and Addy Zou of @NYCounts2020 #MacroSW

an hour ago

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
Hi, its Rachel @poliSW on the official account tonight. I'm a #MacroSW partner and co-founder. I'm also an advocacy and community outreach consultant.

an hour ago

Michelle Hill SW3100 @sw31000
@acosaorg @OfficialMacroSW Hi, I am Michelle Hill, a BSW student and my #SW3100 class is participating in the Chat tonight #MacroSW.

an hour ago

Ashley M @AshleyM21289317
Hello everyone, I am Ashley M, a BSW student and my #SW3100 class is participating in the Chat tonight #MacroSW
https://t.co/ald2JTM3Qo

an hour ago

Caitlin Hoover @caitlanne
Caitlin, MSW student from Millersville #macrosw

an hour ago

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @acosaorg: Tonight's guest experts are Liz OuYang and Addy Zou of @NYCounts2020 #MacroSW

an hour ago
Guadalupe Zamudio @GuaMarZam
Guadalupe First Year MSW from CSUDH! #MacroSW #CSUDHMSW501

ACOSA @acosaorg
Liz OuYang is the Coordinator of @NYCounts2020. She has been a community advocate and civil rights lawyer for over 30 years. Her areas of expertise include voting, immigration, and combating hate crimes and police brutality. #MacroSW

Estela P. Torres @EstelaT_
Hi, my name is Estela. I am a MSW student from CSUDH. Excited to be part of this chat! #CSUDHmsw501 #MacroSW

👑 mizz.picklezz👑 @mizzpicklezz
@acosaorg I'm Adrienne a #UBSSW 2017 graduate and an LMSW from NY state. I'm also a member of @CRISPontheHill. I'm glad to be here #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@nancy_kusmaul @UMBC @mdsocialwork Welcome back @nancy_kusmaul #MacroSW

Angel Hollobaugh @AngelHollobaugh
@acosaorg Hi, I am Angel Hollobaugh, a BSW student and my #SW3100 class is participating in the Chat tonight #MacroSW.”

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @AliciaMSW2020: Excited to be back for my second Twitter chat. From Buffalo, NY. MSW student #MacroSW
ACOSA @acosaorg
Addy Zou is a Census Research Associate at @NYCounts2020. She is a graduating senior at Columbia University majoring in Human Rights and Race & Ethnicity Studies. #MacroSW

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @acosaorg: Shout out to the #MacroSW partners: @karenzgoda @SunyaFolayan @porndaunder @VilissaThompson @spcummings

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @acosaorg: I also want to thank the other #MacroSW chat contributors @AlyssaLotmore and @ubssw.

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaunder
RT @OfficialMacroSW: #MacroSW 2020 Census and the Citizenship Question 2/7/19 https://t.co/wpugM7rSb5 https://t.co/qJXFceRv9o

Ann-Marie O'Brien @StrongGirl51
Loving the student engagement tonight. The future is looking bright. #macrosw

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @acosaorg: Tonight's guest experts are Liz OuYang and Addy Zou of @NYCounts2020 #MacroSW

TFlowers @TFlower29170309
Tiffany Flowers UDMercy #MacroSW #SW3100

drnicolehewitt @drnicolehewitt
We are a class of MSW students who are joining this chat for the first time. We are excited to be part of the conversation! #MacroSW #sw521
Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
Special hello to all the @ubssw students, from a @ubssw alum. #macrosw

ACOSA @acosaorg
Welcome to #MacroSW!

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter
Hello everyone. #MacroSW

Dr. Tom Felke @SocWrkDoc
Tom Felke, Department Chair at Florida Gulf Coast University, checking in for #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @acosaorg: Addy Zou is a Census Research Associate at @NYCounts2020. She is a graduating senior at Columbia University majoring in Human...

Corinne Fiegl @CorinneFiegl
Hi everyone! My name is Corinne and I am a first year MSW student at @UBSSW #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
WELCOME to all our hard-working students and educators tonight!! #MacroSW

John Halloran @JoThoHalloran
@acosaorg Hi, #MacroSW folks, I’m John Halloran, and I’m an Assistant Professor of Social Work at @LewisUniversity. I study child welfare.
Melissa Stein @Melissa55308189
@acosaorg Good evening everyone, I am Melissa and I am a BSW student. Our class #SW3100 is engaged with this chat tonight. I am very excited to participate and hear from all of you. #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @mizzpicklezz: @acosaorg I'm Adrienne a #UBSSW 2017 graduate and an LMSW from NY state. I'm also a member of @CRISPontheHill . I'm glad...

R.Tansil @FutureSW3
@acosaorg @OfficialMacroSW #MacroSW #SW3100 Hi I'am Rosalyn a BSW student and my SW3100 class is participating in the chat tonight#MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @acosaorg: Liz OuYang is the Coordinator of @NYCounts2020. She has been a community advocate and civil rights lawyer for over 30 years....

Vanessa Brown @BrownVanessa
Hi eveyone! #CSUDHmsw501 #macrosw

ACOSA @acosaorg
Q1: is coming up. Remember to use A1 and #MacroSW in your tweets.

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @Kemt45669330: @acosaorg @OfficialMacroSW First Time on Twitter, Erika from Millersville Univ. #MacroSW
Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Hi, it's Rachel @poliSW on the official account tonight. I'm a #MacroSW partner and co-founder. I'm also an advocacy an...

mizzpicklezz👑 @mizzpicklezz @nancy_kusmaul @UBSSW #GoBullsandum #MacroSW

Janet Joiner @CyberSocialWork
Hello everyone, Dr. Joiner checking in from the University of Detroit Mercy with my #SWK3100 class #MacroSW

kylie @kylie44164448 @acosaorg @OfficialMacroSW #MacroSW hi this is Kylie from MU

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW @drnicolehewitt We always love when classes join us. Welcome. #sw521 #MacroSW

cecile crowley @cecilecrowley8 @acosaorg @OfficialMacroSW Hi! It's Cecile from Millersville #MacroSW

Andre Flowers @AndreFl96962143 @OfficialMacroSW @poliSW #MacroSw #Sw3100 have we started the process on answering the questions for the census yet?

Vanesha Brown @BrownVanesha enjoying this macrosw chat #CSUDHmsw501 #macrosw
Terese Caiazza @CaiazzaTerese
Hi all, I'm a first year social work student at the University at Buffalo - @UBCommunity @UBSSW I'm joining this chat as part of my SW500 social welfare history & policy course. Happy to be here for MacroSW! Thank you @acosaorg and @OfficialMacroSW :) 

Carlos Ortiz @carlosodj
I'm backkkkkkk #MacroSW I'm Carlos @UBSSW graduate in 2018!!!! https://t.co/DFTUIwDvmz

Karen 🌺 Zgoda @karenzgoda
@Kemt45669330 @acosaorg @OfficialMacroSW #MacroSW https://t.co/63DKeJ5HG7

ACOSA @acosaorg
Q1: Who uses the census and for what purposes? #MacroSW

Temperance @drama_qveenn
hi I am Temperance Baker, a BSW student and my #SW3100 class is participating in the chat tonight #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
And #SWK3100! #macrosw

Karen 🌺 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @nancy_kusmaul: Hi #macrosw! @nancy_kusmaul, assistant professor @umbc @mdsocialwork and #macrosw regular.

Stephen Cummings LISW ☕ @spcummings
Good evening, everyone! I'm Steve, #MacroSW partner and clinical assistant professor at @UISchoolofSW https://t.co/7jNQy9Mo7E
Bridget @Bckhoss
@acosaorg Hi Everyone! My name is Bridget and I am a MSW student in Lancaster PA #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@Melissa55308189 @acosaorg Welcome Melissa and everyone from #SW3100 #MacroSW

Michael L @buffaloM3L
@nancy_kusmaul @UBSSW Hello! #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @acosaorg: Q1: is coming up. Remember to use A1 and #MacroSW in your tweets.

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @mizzpicklezz: @nancy_kusmaul @UBSSW #GoBulls 🐂🐂 #MacroSW

Charla Cannon Yearwood @CharlaYearwood
Bedtime for the little one took longer than expected. Hey Y'all #MacroSW

Charla Cannon Yearwood @CharlaYearwood
RT @AlyssaLotmore: The 2020 Census will impact health, housing, education, children, & critical infrastructure for the next 10 yrs. Join #M...

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson
Glad to see students, & new & returning folks on the #MacroSW chat tonight! I’m Vilissa, MacroSW partner & disability rights consultant & writer.
Stephanie Vega @sdvega13  
A1: The census is used by agencies, government, organizations, and researchers to sufficiently look at population growth. In addition, finding the right accurate representation among each community. #macrosw

Jas @Jasmine_C27  
RT @acosaorg: Q1: Who uses the census and for what purposes? #MacroSW

Diana Devine @DianaDevine15
@acosaorg Hi, I am Diana, a BSW student from UDM. I am excited to take part with my #SW3100 class. #MacroSW

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson
RT @acosaorg: Q1: Who uses the census and for what purposes? #MacroSW

Caroline R Horrigan @CRHorrigan
A1 Researchers, policymakers, & government use the census to determine redistribution of resources. This directly affects social workers by determining the funding for programs and provides a framework for the future. We need to know our populations to know our clients! #MacroSW

Terese Caiazza @CaiazzaTerese
@acosaorg Hi all, I'm a first year social work student at the University at Buffalo - @UBCommunity @UBSSW I'm joining this chat as part of my #SW500 social welfare history & policy course. Happy to be here for #MacroSW ! Thank you @acosaorg and @OfficialMacroSW :)
Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda @nancy_kusmaul @UMBC @mdsocialwork Welcome back to #MacroSW! https://t.co/Ql8vsIhksO

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW @carlosodj @UBSSW welcome #MacroSW

Morgan Benson @MorganB02814905
A1. The census is used by the House of Representatives in Congress every 10 years to determine how many congressional representatives those states should have by counting the US citizens #SWK3100 #macrosw

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda RT @acosaorg: Tonight’s guest experts are Liz OuYang and Addy Zou of @NYCounts2020 #MacroSW

👑 mizz_picklezz👑 @mizzpicklezz @spcummings @UISchoolofSW That’s the University of Iowa? 😯 #MacroSW

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda RT @OfficialMacroSW: Hi, its Rachel @poliSW on the official account tonight. I'm a #MacroSW partner and co-founder. I'm also an advocacy an...

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul RT @CaiazzaTerese: @acosaorg Hi all, I'm a first year social work student at the University at Buffalo - @UBCommunity @UBSSW I'm joining th...
A1: The census is used to count how many people are in the United States as well as account for race, age, and sex #macrosw #CSUDHmsw501

ACOSA @acosaorg
#MacroSW

RT @acosaorg: Liz OuYang is the Coordinator of @NYCounts2020. She has been a community advocate and civil rights lawyer for over 30 years....

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @VilissaThompson: Glad to see students, & new & returning folks on the #MacroSW chat tonight! I’m Vilissa, MacroSW partner & disability...

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @acosaorg: I'm Adrienne a #UBSSW 2017 graduate and an LMSW from NY state. I'm also a member of @CRISPontheHill. I'm glad...

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @CRHorrigan: A1Researchers, policymakers, & government use the census to determine redistribution of resources. This directly affects so...

ryphamMU @MuRypham
@acosaorg Everyone uses census data. It gives the best possible Snapshot of our population and it allows us to determine where to allocate resources or how to accurately represent #MacroSW
Seth J. Meyer @SethJMeyer
Seth here from just south of Boston #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@CaiazzaTerese @acosaorg @UBCommunity @UBSSW We're happy to have you and your classmates with us tonight. #SW500 #MacroSW

Stephen Koonz, MA, LMSW @StephenKoonz
Hi! I'm Steve Koonz of SUNY Oneonta and ForensicInService podcast. Nice to be here tonight #MacroSW

Laura Caballero @lauracaba
A1: The census is a task taken up by the U.S. Census Bureau to collect data as mandated by the Constitution. Information collected would provide info on how many people are living in the U.S., specific to state. Info informs how many seats in the HoR the states get #MacroSW

Angel Hollobaugh @AngelHollobaugh
A1 “Trade associations, chambers of commerce, and businesses rely on this information for economic development, business decisions, and strategic planning.” https://t.co/VcXAgXaOah #SW3100 #MacroSW #macrosw

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
A1: The census is essential for everything from determining representation in Congress and providing services on all different levels. #macrosw
Jas @Jasmine_C27
#Macrosw A1 Everyone uses census to name a few local authorities, non profits organizations, and students. Census is used to provide detailed info that is important to know for research and population. #SW3100

Jason Planavsky @JayPlanavsky
#MacroSW

Carlos Ortiz @carlosodj
Although Census is government run, and mostly for government purposes, anyone can use the census information: private companies, nonprofits, researchers, etc. #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
A1 #macrosw

Michael L @buffaloM3L
A1: By striving to get the most accurate count of our population, the census helps determine fair apportionment of elected representatives, plays a large role in apportionment of federal resources, and helps state and local leaders to assess needs and goals #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @vivianasw1: A1: The census is used to count how many people are in the United States as well as account for race, age, and sex #macros...

Jen Underwood @HaloWeenRainbow
Hi, I'm Jen a MSW from SUNY Buffalo #macrosw
Welcome. I had Dr. Nam for Social Policy and Welfare when I attended UB. The time goes by fast. #MacroSW

A1: Census is used by a variety of institutions such as healthcare providers, and schools, in order to help determine where to build new schools, and health care facilities. #MacroSW

A1: The decennial Census is a constitutionally mandated count of all persons in the United States for the purpose of legislative apportionment. But that doesn’t even come close to answering why the Census is used and who uses it. #MacroSW

A1: Both public and private agencies use the information to help identify changes in their constituencies over time. #macrosw

RT @acosaorg: Q1: Who uses the census and for what purposes? #MacroSW

RT @carlosodj: Although Census is government run, and mostly for government purposes, anyone can use the census information: private compan...

Love to see all the new students joining in tonight! #MacroSW
https://t.co/iiLG8z2REv
NYCounts2020 @NYCounts2020
A1: EVERYONE! City planners, medical researchers, businesses, community-based orgs, educators, elected officials, etc rely on census data to make critical decisions for the next 10 yrs. #MacroSW Read more: https://t.co/aRI8icBpUb

AliciaPopp @AliciaMSW2020
A1 It is used in the private sector to determine where jobs should be created #MacroSW

Anabueno09 @anabueno09
@acosaorg @OfficialMacroSW #MacroSW Hi it’s Ana from Lancaster, PA

Evelinda Parra @Evelinda_Parra
A1: researchers, organizations, the government uses the census to look at the new data of populations and statistics of communities, demographics and how data change over time either positively or negatively #macrosw

ACOSA @acosaorg
#MacroSW

Carlos Ortiz @carlosodj
It has multiple purposes, data collection of course (the main one) it can be used as a guide to understand the population. #MacroSW

Seth J. Meyer @SethJMeyer
@acosaorg I use census data for demographic data in my grant applications and research #MacroSW

donald rohrman @DonaldRohrman
The government uses the census to keep tabs on its citizens #macrosw
kylie @kylie44164448 @acosaorg @OfficialMacroSW @NYCounts2020 #MacroSW
welcome! Looking forward!

Sherene @Sherene07494576
I believe the census is used by different agencies both private and public also the government. They use it for different reasons to contribute to research and how to better gear there businesses or organizations.#macrosw

luramazu @luramazu @acosaorg A1 The population count from the census data is used to determine how many electoral college votes each state gets -- fair voting representation. It also influences the allocation of billions of dollars in federal resources (healthcare, education, housing, etc) #MacroSW

Amy @Amybeth135 A1: The census is prevalent for all citizens. Business owners, healthcare practitioners, researchers, law enforcement officials, city planners, school administrators and many others rely on this data. #macrosw

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW RT @acosaorg: Q1: Who uses the census and for what purposes? #MacroSW

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda @mizzpicklezz @acosaorg @CRISPontheHill Welcome back to #MacroSW!! https://t.co/5dcSefiFoR

NYCounts2020 @NYCounts2020 RT @SethJMeyer: @acosaorg I use census data for demographic data in my grant applications and research #MacroSW
TFlowers @TFlower29170309  
@acosaorg A1: according to the census the government uses it to determine where money should go to build things such as schools and hospitals. #MacroSW #SW3100

ACOSA @acosaorg  
#MacroSW Yes! using census data to apply for grants to bring resources to the community!

Michelle Hill SW3100 @sw3100  
@acosaorg A1. Local government officials, residents, Real Estate, businesses, developers and city planners all uses the census for the purpose of to serve as the leading source of quality data about the nations people and economy. #MacroSW & #SW3100

keyera butler @ButlerKeyera  
Census is used by the government departments. And agencies, local authorities, students, and researches. Census purpose is to count all the people living in the us such as age, sex, and race #MacroSW #SWK3100

Camille Sinclair @CamilleSinclai4  
@acosaorg @OfficialMacroSW A1: The census is used widely by the government, departments, agencies, authorities at many levels. As well, as NGOs, academics, researchers, students, and the media. The purpose it to understand the country’s population demographics, social and economic making. #SW3100 #MacroSW

Camille Sinclair @CamilleSinclai4  
RT @sw3100: @acosaorg A1. Local government officials, residents, Real Estate, businesses, developers and city planners all uses the census...
NYCounts2020 @NYCounts2020
Because so many people rely on the census it is critical that the data be accurate! #MacroSW

Kemt @Kemt45669330
@acosaorg @OfficialMacroSW The census is meant to be a politically neutral tool designed to ensure that Congress is truly representative of the country it serves. #MacroSW

Jeralyn Bolanos @BolanosJeralyn
A1: The census can be used for economic development, business decisions and strategic planning. It is used by the government, different businesses and agencies and communities. #MacroSW

Andre Flowers @AndreFl96962143
#MacroSW #Sw3100, The census used by the us federal system. The information is used for our healthcare, education, employment, and economic purposes. Helps keep count of our population.

Camille Sinclair @CamilleSinclai4
RT @MuRypham: @acosaorg Everyone uses census data. It gives the best possible Snapshot of our population and it allows us to determine wher...

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @acosaorg: #MacroSW https://t.co/NYjPJ1gOc5

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @NYCounts2020: A1: EVERYONE! City planners, medical researchers, businesses, community-based orgs, educators, elected officials, etc rel...
Karen🌹Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @SocWrkDoc: Love to see all the new students joining in tonight! #MacroSW https://t.co/liLG8z2REv

Jason Planavsky @JayPlanavsky
The census has major implications because of its use for determining seats in a representative democracy as well as the equitable allocation of public funds. That’s why it’s so important not to undercount and get it right. #MacroSW #SW500

Terese Caiazza @CaiazzaTerese
@acosaorg #MacroSW A1: in my simplest understanding of the census, it’s used by the government to make informed decisions about how and where to allocate funds...although we have every right to skeptical about how this idea manifests in reality...

Krista Mariano @kristamariano
A1: The government and other organizations utilize the data collected by the census in order to plan for redistribution of resources and a description of populations to uncover trends in society #macrosw

AliciaPopp @AliciaMSW2020
A1 it is used by federal agencies to monitor civil rights issues such as discrimination and employment opportunities (see Fact sheet: why the census counts) #MacroSW

keyera butler @ButlerKeyera
A1 Census is used by the government departments. And agencies, local authorities, students, and researches. Census purpose is to count all the people living in the us such as age, sex, and race #MacroSW #SWK3100
Taylor @Tayloracloutier
@acosaorg A1: The government uses the census to determine how many seats each party gets in the US House of Representatives. It is also determined how many electoral votes each state will have in the upcoming 10 years #SW3100 #MacroSW

mizz.picklezz @mizzpicklezz
@acosaorg A1. Literally everyone. I used Census data for an advance policy analysis course. Smart, wise legislators and representatives use the data to formulate policies for the best and most effective outcomes. #MacroSW

Carlos Ortiz @carlosodj
Excuse the extra tweets tonight. It’s #MacroSW night!!!
https://t.co/YHt8G5lJ7p

Keisha Grundy @GrundyKeisha
1.A1.Government, nongovernment agencies use data for building new schools, research, government funded programs housing and food assistance, employment, transportation. #MacroSw #SW3100

Diana Devine @DianaDevine15
@acosaorg At the national level census info is used to plan for health care, education, employment, transport, etc. It can be used to help determine where to build new schools, roads, health care facilities, child-care and senior center. There is certainly more! #SW3100 #MacroSW

Elizabeth Morales @lizm_MSWstudent
A1: It's supposed to representative of the US population
#MacroSW
Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @kristamariano: A1: The government and other organizations utilize the data collected by the census in order to plan for redistribution...

Ashley M @AshleyM21289317
A1: The USDA uses the census for the Child and Adult Care Food Program to determine area eligibility. #SW3100 #MacroSW

elizabeth wynne @lizwynne2020 @acosaorg A1: The government organizations, regional & local authorities, non-government organizations, scholars, researchers, students, businesses and local citizens use the census. The purpose is to count all of the people living in the USA and record the data #MacroSW #SW3100

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @CaiazzaTerese: @acosaorg #MacroSW A1: in my simplest understanding of the census, it's used by the government to make informed decision...

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @JayPlanavsky: The census has major implications because of its use for determining seats in a representative democracy as well as the e...

Amy @Amybeth135 @NYCounts2020 Yes, it’s important to note that an official census only occurs once every 10 years! Accuracy is important because this data will be referenced for an entire decade! #MacroSW
Jaclyn P @JaclynP19
A1 In reality, the census could be utilized by anyone with internet access. Nosy neighbors, local marketing agencies, policy makers, etc. Lawmakers also utilize this data to gather information based on demographics for specific programs and initiatives #macrosw

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @BolanosJeralyn: A1: The census can be used for economic development, business decisions and strategic planning. It is used by the gover...

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
@nancy_kusmaul @Kemt45669330 @acosaorg @OfficialMacroSW
Sending you some now! #MacroSW https://t.co/qIS8l7WUmC

Lakeya @lakeya_cherry
@acosaorg Hello Everyone, this is Lakeya from @TheNSWM ...just saying stopping by to say Hello! Enjoy! #MacroSW

Camille Sinclair @CamilleSinclai4
@MuRypham @acosaorg Hi, I like how you worded your response. It varied from most of the common answers and was simple but very understandable. Thank you for sharing your reply with everyone. #MacroSW #SW3100

Rachel @Rachel79608181
#MayWardOnly #Yatra #WalkWithRajanna #YatraBeginsToday #WalkWithRajanna #YSRForever #MACMaineXnewyork #macrosw #cbd #PlayHouseWillingToWait #SPNFamily #Supernatural #100DaysToNTRBdayCDP #MACMaineXnewyork # reebok #sanremo19 #Germany #Legarda #SPN300 #Jeff Bezos #TalcaTVN
Kristen Fisher @Kristen73023000
@SethJMeyer @acosaorg Great example of how I can use the Census to benefit my organization and my community. Thanks! #MacroSW

NinaN @NinaN35519745
A1: Inspiring entrepreneurs, local governments when it comes to tax policies, receiving grants from the government. #MacroSW

cecile crowley @cecilecrowley8 @acosaorg @OfficialMacroSW The census helps guide laws and policies. It also helps to allow social programs to identify what their needs are #MacroSW

Rose @Rose22087172
#Yatra #WalkWithRajanna #YatraBeginsToday #WalkWithRajanna #YSRForever #MACMaineXnewyork #macrosw #cbd #PlayHouseWillingToWait #SPNFamily #Supernatural #100DaysToNTRBdayCDP #MACMaineXnewyork #IronMan #reebok #sanremo19 #Germany #Legarda #SPN300 #Jeff Bezos #TalcaTVN #Gre

Shay @Shay46889507
#Yatra #WalkWithRajanna #YatraBeginsToday #WalkWithRajanna #YSRForever #MACMaineXnewyork #macrosw #cbd #PlayHouseWillingToWait #SPNFamily #Supernatural #100DaysToNTRBdayCDP #MACMaineXnewyork #IronMan #reebok #sanremo19 #Germany #Legarda #SPN300 #Jeff Bezos #TalcaTVN #Gre

R.Tansil @FutureSW3
RT @luramazu: @acosaorg A1 The population count from the census data is used to determine how many electoral college votes each state gets...
ACOSA @acosaorg
Q2: is coming up. Remember to use A2 and #MacroSW in your tweets.

luramazu @luramazu
RT @NYCounts2020: Because so many people rely on the census it is critical that the data be accurate! #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @lizwynne2020: @acosaorg A1: The government organizations, regional & local authorities, non- government organizations, scholars, resea...

John Halloran @JoThoHalloran
@acosaorg A1: So in terms of statistical citizenship, the Census plays in incredibly important role in sketching out who is and who is not prioritized within our democracy. #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @DianaDevine15: @acosaorg At the national level census info is used to plan for health care, education, employment, transport, etc. It c...

Melissa Stein @Melissa55308189
@acosaorg A1 The census is created by government departments that counts everyone in the US and actually counts how many deaths and births have occurred. It is counted every 10 yrs and helps to determine to better facilities such as schools, roads, health care etc. #MacroSW #SW3100

DT Bruno @dplusbruno
RT @acosaorg: Q2: is coming up. Remember to use A2 and #MacroSW in your tweets.
NYCounts2020 @NYCounts2020

There are approximately 300 federal programs that are distributed based on census-derived statistics. Medical, nutrition, housing, infrastructure, and other programs. #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul

RT @acosaorg: Q2: is coming up. Remember to use A2 and #MacroSW in your tweets.

Angel Hollobaugh @AngelHollobaugh

RT @acosaorg: Q2: is coming up. Remember to use A2 and #MacroSW in your tweets.

Richard Boyer @Richard_G_Boyer

@OfficialMacroSW @poliSW Give it a few minutes folks..more people will join shortly #MacroSW

tayjaramillo @tayjaramillo2

@acosaorg Welcome class of #SW3100. I am Taylor Jaramillo, here with the MSW Graduate program for the @UBSSW #macrosw

ACOSA @acosaorg

RT @NYCounts2020: There are approximately 300 federal programs that are distributed based on census-derived statistics. Medical, nutrition,...

Seth J. Meyer @SethJMeyer

A1. For those interested in playing around with it, here is the data available from the census bureau. It's super user-friendly: https://t.co/IZMsOWCxju #MacroSW
kylie @kylie44164448 @acosaorg @OfficialMacroSW #MacroSW the government, agencies, politicians, local neighborhoods. Everyone! At a national level, the census is used to plan healthcare reforms, building schools, road construction, community centers, etc.

Caitlin Hoover @caitlanne A1: The Census is used by many people, but some groups could include the government and the media. For the government, it helps to determine where to build essential places such as schools. The media uses the census for research and stories #macrosw

elizabeth wynne @lizwynne2020 RT @acosaorg: Q1: Who uses the census and for what purposes? #MacroSW

TFlowers @TFlower29170309 @AshleyM21289317 This is a great example how the census affects us at a local level #MacroSW #SW3100

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW @lakeya_cherry @acosaorg @TheNSWM Hi @lakeya_cherry #MacroSW

👑 mizz_picklezz👑 @mizzpicklezz @acosaorg A1. Census data is also useful to forecast trends in a variety of things: poverty, health, housing, education etc.. trends can be identified with this data #MacroSW

Terese Caiazza @CaiazzaTerese @acosaorg #MacroSW A1: I loved this response! I’m looking forward to what I can do with this information in terms of applying for grants at my field placement with #Healthcareworkersrising
Andre Flowers @AndreFl96962143
#MacroSW #Sw3100 Q2 The census Bureau had found away to determine where to count people in the 2020 census, by using the internet, mobile tech, geospatial innovations and self response.

Anabueno09 @anabueno09
@acosaorg @OfficialMacroSW Q1: a lot of people uses the census, including public agencies and organizations. They are important because it gives us information about demographics, health, income, gender, race and other information of the people living in a certain area of interest in the country #MacroSW

Medium Dyke Energy 🌈 @heydusti
@acosaorg I'm Dusti, a case manager at a Center for Independent Living in Wyoming, providing transition services for people leaving long-term care facilities. #MacroSW

👑 mizz_picklezz👑 @mizzpicklezz
RT @NYCounts2020: There are approximately 300 federal programs that are distributed based on census-derived statistics. Medical, nutrition,...

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
Karen here, #MacroSW founder & social worker!
https://t.co/CQidwsrh2c

donald rohrman @DonaldRohrman
I think that the sensus information that is used is too old by the time that it is taken into account. #macrosw

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @NYCounts2020: There are approximately 300 federal programs that are distributed based on census-derived statistics. Medical, nutrition,...
Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul

RT @NYCounts2020: There are approximately 300 federal programs that are distributed based on census-derived statistics. Medical, nutrition,...

mizz_picklez z @mizzpicklezz

RT @JoThoHalloran: @acosaorg A1: So in terms of statistical citizenship, the Census plays an incredibly important role in sketching out who...

Stephanie Vega @sdvega13

A2 The Census 2020 would be markedly different because people might be more willingly to identify themselves with more than one identity. #macrosw

DT Bruno @dplusbruno

RT @NYCounts2020: There are approximately 300 federal programs that are distributed based on census-derived statistics. Medical, nutrition,...

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul

RT @anabueno09: @acosaorg @OfficialMacroSW Q1: a lot of people uses the census, including public agencies and organizations. They are impor...

ACOSA @acosaorg

Q2: How will Census 2020 be markedly different from Census 2010? #MacroSW

Adriana Barba @AdrianaBarba20

Hi everyone! Excited for my first #macroSW twitter chat!#CSUDHMSW501
Dr. Tom Felke @SocWrkDoc
A1) I use the Census data for geographic information systems mapping to show the spark relationships between social issues. #MacroSW

Angelica Cohen @ACohen_876
A1. The census is an important economic tool that is used to inform decision making at all levels in both the government and private sector. #MacroSW #CSUDHmsw501

Terese Caiazza @CaiazzaTerese
RT @SethJMeyer: @acosaorg I use census data for demographic data in my grant applications and research #MacroSW

NYCounts2020 @NYCounts2020
RT @buffaloM3L: A1: By striving to get the most accurate count of our population, the census helps determine fair apportionment of elected...

DT Bruno @dplusbruno
RT @acosaorg: Q2: How will Census 2020 be markedly different from Census 2010? #MacroSW

Keisha Grundy @GrundyKeisha
A2. A unique security code will be attached to each census survey sent out. The projected budget for the census is expected to be more expensive for 2020 than 2010. #MacroSW #SW3100

Diana Devine @DianaDevine15
@CaiazzaTerese @acosaorg I like how you talk about the idea manifesting in reality, it is pretty accurate because most people still work hard to figure out what the census actually does! #SW3100 #MacroSW
Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @SocWrkDoc: A1) I use the Census data for geographic information systems mapping to show the spark relationships between social issues....

Tayjaramillo @tayjaramillo2
RT @NYCounts2020: There are approximately 300 federal programs that are distributed based on census-derived statistics. Medical, nutrition,...

Cecile Crowley @cecilecrowley8
@SethJMeyer @acosaorg What grant applications are you applying for? #MacroSW

Mizz_Picklezz @mizzpicklezz
@Kristen73023000 @SethJMeyer @acosaorg Census data is critical for program develop and it's free😊! #MacroSW

Lakeya @lakeya_cherry
@acosaorg @TheNSWM haha ignore that comment "saying stopping by" lol- I am distracted by the paper I need to write. lol #MacroSW

Corinne Fieg1 @CorinneFieg1
@karenzgoda Love this gif! #MacroSW

Keyera Butler @ButlerKeyera
A2 Census 2020 will be different from census 2010 because census 2020 will need an increase in funding. Census will have new technology, including online responses, mapping software, and more use of public data. Census 2020 will depend on online responses #MacroSW #SWK3100
Morgan Benson @MorganB02814905  
A2. The census in 2020 is different than 2010 because they have now added different options for racial and sexual orientations to this census. #SWK3100 #macrosw

Jason Agnello @DailyFitCoach  
#sw500 #UB #macrosw

Lisa @safetymom4  
#MacroSW I think many people will take advantage of the online format to avoid individual contact.

donald rohrman @DonaldRohrman  
Hopefully the questions asked are relevant and reflective of our population #macrosw

Seth J. Meyer @SethJMeyer  
@acosaorg A2. Even without the citizenship question, I am still worried about undercounting. And it is severely underfunded #MacroSW

Michael L @buffaloM3L  
A2: New, untested technologies, inadequate funding, and inadequate leadership #MacroSW

Leo Beletsky @LeoBeletsky  
RT @NYCounts2020: There are approximately 300 federal programs that are distributed based on census-derived statistics. Medical, nutrition,...

NYCounts2020 @NYCounts2020  
@carlosodj Correct--the Census Bureau has its own website with resources, tools, and datasets that are publicly available. #MacroSW
ACOSA @acosaorg
#MacroSW

an hour ago

Evelinda Parra @Evelinda_Parra

A2: Census 2020 will allow individuals to mark more than one identity #macrosw

an hour ago

Sherene @Sherene07494576
@cdt133 Not just the changes over time but also to know what changes they can make and to keep tabs on the population
#macrosw

an hour ago

Caroline R Horrigan @CRHorrigan

A2 The 2020 census will likely be the most expensive and controversial census to date. A citizenship question may deter individuals from sharing information, which could impact funding for underserved populations over the next 10-20 years. This could be devastating! #macrosw

an hour ago

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson

RT @acosaorg: Q2: How will Census 2020 be markedly different from Census 2010? #MacroSW

an hour ago

Elizabeth Morales @lizm_MSWstudent

Census 2020 will question citizenship #MacroSW

an hour ago

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
@nancy_kusmaul @Kemt45669330 @acosaorg @OfficialMacroSW

SHAMELESS PLUG: it's also @girlscouts cookie season! My Thin Mints are totally coming tomorrow. Find them here:
https://t.co/mcfUhSJAAb #MacroSW https://t.co/flVeLcQzzB

an hour ago
#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW  
RT @acosaorg: Q2: How will Census 2020 be markedly different from Census 2010? #MacroSW

Melissa Stein @Melissa55308189  
I think your point is very valid and to the point. I think it is important that you put. The whole purpose is to be counted for in various ways and I think you really emphasize that remark. #MacroSW #SW3100

Diana Devine @DianaDevine15  
@acosaorg They are talking about adding a question asking if someone is a citizen of the United States of America. They are worried that by adding this question that the number of people that will participate in the chat decrease, therefore making the info skewed. #MacroSW #SW3100

Jas @Jasmine_C27  
#MacroSW A2 census 2020 will be different because of the population growth for one and more info added to the database like addresses to every housing unit. Also increasing use of the internet when it comes to census and more government data to questions. #SW3100

Ligaya Loyola @LigayaLoyola  
RT @acosaorg: Q2: How will Census 2020 be markedly different from Census 2010? #MacroSW

George Basile @JGBasile  
RT @NYCounts2020: There are approximately 300 federal programs that are distributed based on census-derived statistics. Medical, nutrition,...
Ligaya Loyola @LigayaLoyola
RT @SethJMeyer: @acosaorg A2. Even without the citizenship question, I am still worried about undercounting. And it is severely underfunded...

mizz_picklezz @mizzpicklezz
@SocWrkDoc A1. Zip codes are a social determinant of health, so the data is extremely important when it comes to assessing the health of a community and overall social troubles of a community #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
@lakeya_cherry @acosaorg @TheNSWM I've got several things I should be writing, but #macrosw

Laura Caballero @_lauracaba
@SethJMeyer @acosaorg Absolutely agreed! #MacroSW

Santa Soriano @ssorianovasquez
RT @NYCounts2020: A1: EVERYONE! City planners, medical researchers, businesses, community-based orgs, educators, elected officials, etc rel...

Seth J. Meyer @SethJMeyer
@cecilecrowley8 @acosaorg I'm doing an analysis of the needs of nonprofits outside of Boston (Southeastern MA), and the census data helps me describe the area to grantors not from here #MacroSW

Estela P. Torres @EstelaT_
Census 2020 is marked differently from Census 2010 by allowing individuals to mark more than one identity. #MacroSW
Jason Planavsky @JayPlanavsky  
The census is also very useful when you need to determine if research results are generalizable and to what populations. It's the best place to check statistics like those #MacroSW

Terese Caiazza @CaiazzaTerese  
@acosaorg #MacroSW  
A2: For NY state residents & those interested, here I've linked Gov. Cuomo's @NYGovCuomo appointments for the NYS #completecountcommission: https://t.co/JRL7nkuhZz

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul  
RT @CRHorrigan: A2 The 2020 census will likely be the most expensive and controversial census to date. A citizenship question may deter ind...

Geri @Geri69907297  
@acosaorg @OfficialMacroSW  
The government uses the census for count of people to see how state and federal funds are dispersed, where to add new stores, and determine how congress seats are appointed. #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul  
RT @NYCounts2020: @carlosodj Correct--the Census Bureau has its own website with resources, tools, and datasets that are publicly available...

Carlos Ortiz @carlosodj  
A2: Each federal administration formats the census purposes, Census 2020 will serve whatever purpose the current administration wants, it will be about what they want to know and how the information can be beneficial to their goals. #MacroSW
Jason Agnello @DailyFitCoach  
#macrosw  This is an overwhelming chat format. It's nearly impossible to keep up and follow. I must be doing something wrong. Help?

ACOSA @acosaorg  
#MacroSW

Karen🌹Zgoda @karenzgoda  
RT @acosaorg: Addy Zou is a Census Research Associate at @NYCounts2020. She is a graduating senior at Columbia University majoring in Human...

Laura Caballero @_lauracaba  
@lizm_MSWstudent A2: I thought that was a possibility not yet confirmed. I might be wrong #macrosw

Taylor @Tayloracloutier  
@acosaorg A2: The 202 census is having people complete it online for the first time, which shows how the world has advanced with technology. However, not all people have the ability to use a computer to complete the census, creating a problem. #SW3100 #MacroSW

Viviana Pereyra @vivianasw1  
A2: The Census 2020 will allow individuals to mark more than one identity #macrosw #CSUDHmsw501

Sherene @Sherene07494576  
I really don't know but maybe there wont be any difference. Also it could be more or less people captured #macrosw
Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @mizzpicklezz: @SocWrkDoc A1. Zip codes are a social determinant of health, so the data is extremely important when it comes to assessin...

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @acosaorg: Welcome to #MacroSW! https://t.co/bolCMJW8PC

wilsjt3 @wilsjt3
@acosaorg @OfficialMacroSW A1: Industries & communities wilsjt3 for #MacroSW from #SW3100

ain'tnostoppingmenow @aintnostopping2
A2. The census will be conducted largely on online. #MacroSw #Sw3100

Medium Dyke Energy 🌞 @heydusti
@acosaorg A1 When I worked with children & families, we used specific information from the Census in developing services. I'm in my first year with my specific population, and I'm curious how my org will use the info. #MacroSw

Diana Devine @DianaDevine15
@SethJMeyer @acosaorg I agree, in the past, the people are not represented in the census, and adding the citizenship question could make it worse. I suppose that is why they are trying to get them to not be able to add it in the first place, at least in hopes people participate. #SW3100 #MacroSW

Corinne Fieg! @CorinneFieg!
@MorganB02814905 Hi Morgan! I hadn't known of this change. Do you think that respondents will be honest when answering the census? What data do you think will be collected as a result of these changes? #MacroSW
Estela P. Torres @EstelaT_
A2: Census 2020 is marked differently from Census 2010 by allowing individuals to mark more than one identity. #MacroSW

Lakeya @lakeya_cherry
@nancy_kusmaul @acosaorg @TheNSWM I get it, enjoy. #MacroSW

Amy @Amybeth135
A2: Of course, another difference will be the results! As a Spanish major, I'm particularly interested in seeing how the Hispanic population has grown and added diversity to the US in the past 10 years! #macrosw

Kemt @Kemt45669330
@acosaorg @OfficialMacroSW I believe the Census Bureau has undertaken a series of innovations to better incorporate the homeless population in the national count. They are continually part of the undocumented who need many resources and go underserved. #MacroSW

Emily Schaffstall @emschaffstall
RT @MorganB02814905: A2. The census in 2020 is different than 2010 because they have now added different options for racial and sexual orie...

NinaN @NinaN35519745
A2: The fact that there may be questions surrounding citizenship may cause a lack of response. #MacroSW
John Halloran @JoThoHalloran
@acosaorg A1: Statistical citizenship (a concept elaborated by Hannah and Wyly) is not merely about representation, but also about mobilizing rights and identifying obligations. We can see how rights/obligations are implicated in many of the responses to Q1. #MacroSW

Terese Caiazza @CaiazzaTerese
@acosaorg @NYGovCuomo #MacroSW A2: this announcement in particular includes "a massive overhaul of existing data to ensure a complete count and the successful challenge of the federal government's anti-immigrant citizenship question," differentiating it from the 2010 census.

Jeralyn Bolanos @BolanosJeralyn
A2: The 2020 census will allow for people to pick more than one identity #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @CaiazzaTerese: @acosaorg #MacroSW A2: For NY state residents & those interested, here I've linked Gov. Cuomo's @NYGovCuomo appointments...

Jen Underwood @HaloWeenRainbow
A2 2020 will distinguish between opposite-sex and same sex couples, to avoid mismarked responses as occurred in 2000 & 2010. #macrosw

Bridget @Bckhoss
@acosaorg @OfficialMacroSW Government officials, social and community service agencies are among those that use the census due to the data being a key indicator of community needs #MacroSW
NYCounts2020 @NYCounts2020
@ButlerKeyera Yes, Census 2020 will use online responses for the first time, but people do have the option of calling their survey answers in or requesting a mail-in form. #MacroSW

cecile crowley @cecilecrowley8
@acosaorg @OfficialMacroSW For the first time the census will be able to be accessed online. People will be more likely to participate in the census and I paper copy will still be provided #MacroSW

ACOSA @acosaorg
#MacroSW

👑 mizz_picklezz👑 @mizzpicklezz
@acosaorg A2. Census2020 is severely underfunded and from what I've heard there have been issues with who is contracted to publish the Census we dont know if it will be published on time AND THEN there's this citizenship question which is quite terrifying tbh #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
@DailyFitCoach You don't need to respond to everyone. Comment on what is compelling to you and go back and read the chat archive later for the full picture. Look at the questions ahead of time- they always come in the blog 2-3 days ahead. #macrosw

AliciaPopp @AliciaMSW2020
A2: It will be the first time that technology is used (sorry if this is a repeat...I am not seeing other comments. Working on IT issues it seems) #MacroSW

Yvonne Davis @YvonneD70870410
@Jasmine_C27 #MacroSW #SW3100
Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul

RT @NYCounts2020: @ButlerKeyera Yes, Census 2020 will use online responses for the first time, but people do have the option of calling the...

an hour ago

ryphamMU @MuRypham

@acosaorg A2. 2010 census had a big focus on sending individuals out door to door. I do not believe that is the case with 2020. There will be more of a push for online filling. More sexual orientation and ethnic identifiers and the potential for a citizenship question #MacroSW

an hour ago

Camille Sinclair @CamilleSinclai4

@Melissa55308189 Thank you Melissa! Happy Tweeting:) #MacroSW #SW3100

an hour ago

Lakeya @lakeya_cherry

@CharlaYearwood @acosaorg @TheNSWM LOL, no. I literally opened up my laptop to finish a paper that's due soon and saw #MacroSW tweets in my feed, so I figured I'd say Hi before disappearing. My goal is to finish this assignment tonight, so I am avoiding twitter until it’s complete.

an hour ago

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW

Going back to the chat we did on community assessment' census data can also be used to collect demographic info about the community that's being assessed. #MacroSW

an hour ago

Michael Che Snodgrass @CheSnodgrass

@acosaorg #SW3100 #macroSW

an hour ago

luramazu @luramazu

@acosaorg A2 questioning citizenship, asking questions about race/ethnicity, completing the census online #macroSW

an hour ago
Linda Grobman - The New Social Worker @newsocialworker
Hello #MacroSW. Catching up on discussion.

Teka Richardson @RichardsonTeka
@acosaorg A1 #MacroSW The government uses the U. S. census to help determine how much funding or resources will go to each community and to ensure that they are represented by the correct number of representatives #SW3100

Taylor @Tayloracloutier
@luramazu @acosaorg I appreciate you briefly touching on the 3 main reasons for the census! Including the distribution of programs and resources after receiving the count of where people are located #SW3100 #MacroSW

wilsjt3 @wilsjt3
@acosaorg wilsjt3 (James Wilson) for #MacroSW from #SW3100

Seth J. Meyer @SethJMeyer
RT @NYCounts2020: @ButlerKeyera Yes, Census 2020 will use online responses for the first time, but people do have the option of calling the...

Amy @Amybeth135
@lizm_MSWstudent This isn't certain yet, but it is certainly a concern! Many are worried that the addition of a citizenship question will cause a decrease in participation and misrepresentation of our nation. #MacroSW

Terese Caiazza @CaiazzaTerese
RT @CaiazzaTerese: @acosaorg #MacroSW A2: For NY state residents & those interested, here I've linked Gov. Cuomo's @NYGovCuomo appointments...
Lisa @safetymom4
#MacroSW there is a lot of conversation about the inadequate or incomplete census of immigrants due to their fear of repercussions. How can these fears be allayed to foster an accurate count in order to provide better services for this same population?

Ann-Marie O'Brien @StrongGirl51
A2 census 2020 will be different, but will it be any more inclusive of the marginalized, impoverished, undocumented? #MacroSW

Angelica Cohen @ACohen_876
Agreed! #MacroSW #CSUDHmsw501

cecile crowley @cecelcrowley8
@MuRypham @acosaorg This is a very intelligent response #MacroSW

cdt133 @cdt133
A2: Unfortunately I fear that a lot of trends that were apparent in 2010 will have continued or accelerated going into 2020--especially the displacement of low-income and minority populations. #macrosw

Carlos Ortiz @carlosodj
@mizzpicklezz @acosaorg Terrifying indeed. #MacroSW

Medium Dyke Energy 🌈 @heydusti
@acosaorg A2 #MacroSW I worry about under-representation of disabled and LGBTQIAP persons, and about funding. And also about lack of impartiality.
Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul  
RT @safetymom4: #MacroSW there is a lot of conversation about the inadequate or incomplete census of immigrants due to their fear of reperc...

kylie @kylie44164448 @acosaorg #MacroSW we are now looking at a significantly larger population!

Melissa Stein @Melissa55308189 @emshaffstall @Tayloraccloutier @acosaorg I think that will be a big issue, although technology is on the rise and advancing, it is not available to everyone. I agree with you both! #SW3100 #MacroSW

Morgan Benson @MorganB02814905 RT @StrongGirl51: A2 census 2020 will be different, but will it be any more inclusive of the marginalized, impoverished, undocumented? #M...

tayjaramillo @tayjaramillo2 @FutureSW3 @acosaorg @OfficialMacroSW I thought they had decided that they were not allowed to ask citizenship status? #MacroSW

Caitlin Hoover @caitlanne A2: There will be the option for the online form. From my understanding, there is still a discussion of the citizenship question. #macrosw

ACOSA @acosaorg Q3: is coming up. Remember to use A3 and #MacroSW in your tweets.
DT Bruno @dplusbruno
RT @caitlanne: A2: There will be the option for the online form. From my understanding, there is still a discussion of the citizenship ques...

DT Bruno @dplusbruno
RT @acosaorg: Q3: is coming up. Remember to use A3 and #MacroSW in your tweets.

NYCounts2020 @NYCounts2020
@CaiazzaTerese @acosaorg @NYGovCuomo Gov. Cuomo has appointed members to the commission but the full commission is still not complete and they are behind schedule. #MacroSW

Taylor @Tayloracloutier
RT @NYCounts2020: There are approximately 300 federal programs that are distributed based on census-derived statistics. Medical, nutrition, ...

Andre Flowers @AndreFl96962143
#MacroSw #Sw3100 Q3: HTC populations were hard to count because the people's primary languages are foreign! Because of this language barriers it makes it difficult for them to understand the purpose of the census system.

Krista Mariano @kristamariano
A2: There may be a question regarding citizenship. That could cause skewed results due to individuals then not wanting to complete it #macrosw

ACOSA @acosaorg
#MacroSW
Elizabeth Morales @lizm_MSWstudent
@_lauracaba You're right, I should clarify... Will possibly add a citizenship question* #MacroSW

Teka Richardson @RichardsonTeka
@acosaorg A2 #MacroSW There will be a new question on the Census. This question will be “Is this person a citizen of the United States?” #SW3100

Camille Sinclair @CamilleSinclai4
@MuRypham @acosaorg I think these changed to the Census 2020 are needed and will make a big impact. This was new information that I was not aware of before. Thank you for sharing. #SW3100 #MacroSW

Michael L @buffaloM3L
@heydusti @acosaorg But I also worry about the federal government having identifying information about where to locate LGBTQ individuals. I guess given this administration, I don’t trust their intentions. #macroSW

Angel Hollobaugh @AngelHollobaugh
A3 “People of color, Low-income or no-income households, Populations under 5 years of age, Rural residents, Limited English Proficiency, Frequent movers or renters, Large or single-parent households... https://t.co/F5ooRBGr1A #SW3100 #MacroSW

Angel Hollobaugh @AngelHollobaugh
A3 (continued) People experiencing homelessness, Foreign-born residents, Low educational attainment households, People who distrust government authorities or could be targets of law enforcement” https://t.co/F5ooRBGr1A #SW3100 #MacroSW
Angel Hollobaugh @AngelHollobaugh  
A3 (part three) The hard-to-count population may be hard to count because of internet access, limited English proficiency, counting the homeless population, etc. https://t.co/F5ooRBGr1A #SW3100 #MacroSW

jake ford @fakerford  
RT @kristamariano: A1: The government and other organizations utilize the data collected by the census in order to plan for redistribution...

ain'tnostopppingmenow @aintnostoppping2  
@MuRypham @acosaorg I do believe it may entirely be online. There was a question posed about citizenship, but it has not been voted on. #Macrosw #SW3100

Kemt @Kemt45669330  
@MuRypham @acosaorg Good info Ryan. Thanks! #MacroSW

Carlos Ortiz @carlosodj  
@caitlanne I'm understand about using technology, im not sure if the system will appropriately be safe to collect this kind of information, especially with our internet being so vulnerable #MacroSW

Yvonne Davis @YvonneD70870410  
@aintnostoppping2 These technologies could dramatically reduce paperwork and staff time, potentially saving several billion dollars over the cost of repeating #MacroSW #SW3100
an hour ago

@mizz_picklezz @mizzpicklezz
@cdt133 A2. I think you may be right. Especially when you think about and add in the number displaced Americans because of natural disasters that have occurred in the US from 2010 to now. #MacroSW

an hour ago

NYCounts2020 @NYCounts2020
@Tayloraclogout @acosaorg Yes, and some areas do not have broadband access #MacroSW

an hour ago

Heather @HV SaysStuff
@acosaorg Hello. MSW student at Millersville University in PA. #macrosw

an hour ago

ACOSA @acosaorg
Q3: Which populations are historically hard-to-count and why? (Think demographics) #MacroSW

an hour ago

wilsjt3 @wilsjt3
@acosaorg @OfficialMacroSW A2: Now classified as "white" forming a new Middle Eastern & North African [MENA] ethnic group in the 2020 Census (also.. "Hispanic" sole identity wilsjt3 for #MacroSW from #SW3100

an hour ago

Bridget @Bckhoss
@acosaorg @OfficialMacroSW The use of the internet will make Census 2020 very different from Census 2010 as it opens up an opportunity to collect more information about our population #MacroSW

an hour ago

Elizabeth Morales @lizm_MSWstudent
@emschaffstall Most definitely, it's my assumption that specially for those in fear is deportation. #MacroSW
DT Bruno @dplusbruno
A2 Given we can take census online in 2020, I wonder if it will be in compliance with ADA? Fingers crossed. #MacroSW

Karen Bullock @K Bulloc2
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Hi, its Rachel @poliSW on the official account tonight. I'm a #MacroSW partner and co-founder. I'm also an advocacy an...

Mina Park @meenrz
RT @NYCounts2020: There are approximately 300 federal programs that are distributed based on census-derived statistics. Medical, nutrition,...

NYCounts2020 @NYCounts2020
A2: The census can be filled out online 2) There MAY be a citizenship question on the survey: this issue is still being litigated 3) Census Bureau funding is woefully lacking to get out the count #MacroSW

Corinne Fiegl @CorinneFiegl
@buffaloM3L @heydusti @acosaorg I think you’re right, Michael! And I am sure others in the LGBTQ community feel the same way #macroSW

👑 mizz_picklezz👑 @mizzpicklezz
@carlosodj @caitlanne I think the purpose of going door to door was to ensure an accurate count. #MacroSW

Ashley M @AshleyM21289317
@AliciaMSW2020 It’s going to be different using technology for the Census in 2020 -especially for those who aren’t used to using technology. #MacroSW #SW3100
Evelinda Parra @Evelinda_Parra
A3: Particularly, Low-Income Communities such as Hispanics, African-American, etc. (Minorities) will be hard to count because not may individuals from these populations will fill out the Census #macrosw #macrosw

Andre Flowers @AndreFI96962143
#MacroSw #Sw3100 this is question A3

Michael Che Snodgrass @CheSnodgrass
RT @aintnostopping2: A2. The census will be conducted largely online. #MacroSw #Sw3100

Seth J. Meyer @SethJMeyer
@acosaorg A3. There are a few, but LGBTQIA people are certainly difficult for a variety of reasons. #MacroSW

NYCounts2020 @NYCounts2020
RT @acosaorg: Q3: Which populations are historically hard-to-count and why? (Think demographics) #MacroSW

Estela P. Torres @EstelaT_
A3: Historically low income communities / populations are hard-to-count due to a vast majority of reasons such as individuals having fear of the government, not having their contact information updated and having language barriers. #MacroSW

Caroline R Horrigan @CRHorrigan
A3: Historical trauma and mistrust impact the likelihood of underserved and minority populations to participate. Moreover, a general lack of understanding on how to collect data from these populations has evolved. This needs to change! #macrosw #ParticipatoryResearch #ActionResearch
Michael L @buffaloM3L @CorinneFieg1 @heydusti @acosaorg Thanks Corinne! #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @NYCounts2020: A2: The census can be filled out online 2)
There MAY be a citizenship question on the survey: this issue is still being l...

Vivian Taylor @TayloredLooks
Hello all, my name is Vivian a graduate student at #umich School of social work. #MacroSW

Emily Schaffstall @emschaffstall @acosaorg Populations where language barriers exist. #MacroSW

cdt133 @cdt133
A3: People who have multiple ethnic identities, or who are unsure how to describe their ethnic identities. #macrosw

luramazu @luramazu @acosaorg A3 historically, the census has primarily missed people of color, those in rural/urban low-income households, and young children. ESP young children, bc their situations and living arrangements can be very complex, making them hard-to-count #macroSW

ain'tnostoppingmenow @aintnostopping2
The minorities, and renters are more likely to be missed. The homeless, the soup kitchens. #MacroSw #Sw3100

Janet Joiner @CyberSocialWork
RT @acosaorg: Q3: Which populations are historically hard-to-count and why? (Think demographics) #MacroSW
Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @dplusbruno: A2 Given we can take census online in 2020, I wonder if it will be in compliance with ADA? Fingers crossed. #MacroSW

Morgan Benson @MorganB02814905
RT @Evelinda_Parra: A3: Particulary, Low-Income Communities such as Hispanics, African-American , etc. (Minorities) will be hard to count be...

👑 mizz_picklezz👑 @mizzpicklezz
@AshleyM21289317 @AliciaMSW2020 And some Americans still don't have access to certain kinds of technology #MacroSW

👑 mizz_picklezz👑 @mizzpicklezz
RT @luramazu: @acosaorg A3 historically, the census has primarily missed people of color, those in rural/urban low-income households, and y...

Jaclyn P @JaclynP19
A3 Historically, children and the homeless population have been deemed as “hard to count” populations. Residents living in rural areas (shout out Lancaster County) have been undercounted as well #MacroSW

Terese Caiazza @CaiazzaTerese
#MacroSW @UBSSW

ryphamMU @MuRypham
@acosaorg A3. Low income. Rural. Children. Immigrants legal or illegal. And the homeless all seem to get lost in the shuffle. #MacroSW
TFlowers @TFlower29170309  
an hour ago
Yes, under funding is definitely a real problem. Guessing this is why they are now offering the online option as an attempt to solve the funding issues. #MacroSW #SW3100

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul  
an hour ago
RT @CRHorrigan: A3 Historical trauma and mistrust impact the likelihood of underserved and minority populations to participate. Moreover, a...

NYCounts2020 @NYCounts2020  
an hour ago
RT @EstelaT_: A3 Historically low income communities / populations are hard-to-count due to a vast majority of reasons such as individuals...

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul  
an hour ago
RT @JaclynP19: A3 Historically, children and the homeless population have been deemed as “hard to count” populations. Residents living in r...

Viviana Pereyra @vivianasw1  
an hour ago
A3 Populations that are hard to count are individuals in low-income communities and people of color because many do not have access to resources that are needed for the Census #macrosw #CSUDHmsw501

Stephanie Vega @sdvega13  
an hour ago
A3 Low income families, people of color, undocumented individuals because many do not have access to resources like the internet. #macrosw

Yvonne Davis @YvonneD70870410  
an hour ago
@Jasmine_C27 Q3 Which populations are historically hard-to-count abdd why ?#MacroSW SW3100
Jeralyn Bolanos @BolanosJeralyn  
A3: People who are afraid of deportation, people in low income communities, the LGBTQ+ population and many other minority groups #MacroSW

ACOSA @acosaorg  
#MacroSW

Angel Hollobaugh @AngelHollobaugh  
@AshleyM21289317 @AliciaMSW2020 That's a great point. I wonder if there will still be a paper option available. #MacroSW #SW3100

Laura Caballero @_lauracaba  
@acosaorg A3: People who DO NOT find the categories representative of who they are or how they identify. Minority groups. Undocumented group. Groups of people excluded by the lack of diversity in answers/options. #MacroSW

NYCounts2020 @NYCounts2020  
RT @CRHorrigan: A3Historical trauma and mistrust impact the likelihood of underserved and minority populations to participate. Moreover, a...

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul  
RT @TFlower29170309: Yes, under funding is definitely a real problem. Guessing this is why they are now offering the online option as an at...

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul  
RT @MuRypham: @acosaorg A3. Low income. Rural. Children. Immigrants legal or illegal. And the homeless all seem to get lost in the shuffle....
John Halloran @JoThoHalloran
@acosaorg A3: In general, it is hard to count an entire population. The difficulties, however, are not spread randomly across the population. Instead, the difficulties aggregate within certain subgroups of the population. #MacroSW

DT Bruno @dplusbruno
RT @acosaorg: Q3: Which populations are historically hard-to-count and why? (Think demographics) #MacroSW

Heather @HVSaysStuff
@acosaorg @OfficialMacroSW The Census data is used more widely than many of us realize or can probably properly articulate. The data helps inform laws, policies, and even agency funding. It shows a snapshot of our country so we can forecast and follow trends in population. #MacroSW

Carlos Ortiz @carlosodj
A3: undocumented, temporary migrants, non-English speakers, DV victims, rural residents, urban residents where crime is high. Census workers are not able to reach them, or people won't respond because they have low literacy or are afraid. #MacroSW

NYCounts2020 @NYCounts2020
RT @luramazu: @acosaorg A3 historically, the census has primarily missed people of color, those in rural/urban low-income households, and y...

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @_lauracaba: @acosaorg A3: People who DO NOT find the categories representative of who they are or how they identify. Minority groups. U...

Michael L @buffaloM3L  
A3: Minorities predominantly from lower income urban and rural areas, young children, and non-English speaking individuals are at risk of failing to be counted in the census #MacroSW

an hour ago

ain'tnostoppingmenow @aintnostopping2  
@tayjaramillo2 @FutureSW3 @acosaorg @OfficialMacroSW It is not allowed for now. Voted 👇 down. #Macrosw #Sw3100

an hour ago

Bridget @Bckhoss  
@cecilecrowley8 @acosaorg @OfficialMacroSW Absolutely! I can imagine that the utilization of the internet will provide us more information than we have had in the past #MacroSW

an hour ago

mizz_picklezz ☾ @mizzpicklezz  
@acosaorg Q3. Those living in rural areas and minorities are not accurately counted. This is a historical fact. #MacroSW

an hour ago

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul  
RT @carlosodj: A3: undocumented, temporary migrants, non-English speakers, DV victims, rural residents, urban residents where crime is high...

an hour ago

Kemt @Kemt45669330  
@acosaorg The hard to count include children, rural residents, individuals of color. #MacroSW

an hour ago

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda  
Hashtag reminder - be sure to use #MacroSW in all your tweets so we can see them! https://t.co/HgdM1kHco8

an hour ago
Corinne Fiegl @CorinneFiegl
A3: Based on the changes I have learned about from Q2, I would say those who have little knowledge/no access to technology can definitely be underrepresented in this year's census. Asking for a mail in copy can be time consuming for some! #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings LISW ☕ @spcummings
#macrosw

Terese Caiazza @CaiazzaTerese
@acosaorg #MacroSW A3: there are of course countless (no pun intended) populations that are missed. in particular, I'm thinking about non-english speakers, the homeless, those in rehab &/or medical facilities, and immigrants.

Camille Sinclair @CamilleSinclai4
@acosaorg A3: Young children are historically hard-to-count and are at risk for not being accounted for. This is because a proportion of this population live in areas that are hard to count for due to the poverty level, language barrier or complicated living arrangements. #SW3100 #MacroSW

NYCounts2020 @NYCounts2020
A3: Hard to count = Underserved low-income minority communities, children, the homeless, renters, persons with limited English proficiency, undocumented persons, American Indians on reservations #MacroSW

ACOSA @acosaorg
We're already halfway through our #MacroSW chats! We have two more questions coming up. Keep it up!
Becky @Becky69858740
#MACMaineXnewyork #MACMaineXnewyork #MacroSW
#SPNFamily #Supernatural #IronMan #100DaysToNTRBdayCDP
#MACMaineXnewyork #Yatra #WalkWithRajanna #Yatra
#YatraTheMovie #YatraBeginsToday #YSRForever
#100DaysToNTRBdayCDP # #sanremo19 #Reebok #Germany
#Legarda #Jeff Bezos #SPN300

elizabeth wynne @lizwynne2020
RT @acosaorg: Q3: Which populations are historically hard-to-count and why? (Think demographics) #MacroSW

ACOSA @acosaorg
#MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @karenzgoda: Hashtag reminder - be sure to use #MacroSW in all your tweets so we can see them! https://t.co/HgdM1kHco8

Medium Dyke Energy 🍀 @heydusti
@acosaorg A3 My guess is those traditionally disenfranchised — socially, politically, and financially. And with an increase in technology being used, those same groups are facing the same treatment. #MacroSW

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @acosaorg: #MacroSW https://t.co/0N0BYIjShV

Stephen Cummings LISW ☕️ @spcummings
RT @acosaorg: We’re already halfway through our #MacroSW chats! We have two more questions coming up. Keep it up!
Krista Mariano @kristamariano
A3: The homeless population or those with language barriers would be “hard to count” #macrosw

Amy @Amybeth135
A3: The Hispanic generation can be hard-to-count because many Americans with Hispanic ancestry don’t identify with this label. Check out this great article if you’re interested in learning more! #MacroSW https://t.co/B28A5QeZTo

elizabeth wynne @lizwynne2020
@acosaorg A3: Immigrants, especially the illegal ones because they don’t want their identity exposed. In fear that they could be deported back to their country if the government finds out. The want to remain as lowkey as possible. #MacroSW #SW3100

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @acosaorg: We’re already halfway through our #MacroSW chats! We have two more questions coming up. Keep it up!

Karen 🌺 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @acosaorg: #MacroSW https://t.co/JDfOv77uGY

Laura Caballero @_lauracaba
@acosaorg A3: The census has not be representative of the diversity of human being. As such it makes it hard for people to self identify. #MacroSW

Heather @HV Says Stuff
@acosaorg I am glad to know the census will be online however, there are still populations where internet access is spotty. In this political climate, it helps it won’t only be door to door because I think more people won’t respond to someone official on their doorstep suddenly. #Macrosw
Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda

RT @NYCounts2020: There are approximately 300 federal programs that are distributed based on census-derived statistics. Medical, nutrition,...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW

RT @NYCounts2020: A3: Hard to count = Underserved low-income minority communities, children, the homeless, renters, persons with limited En...

Jas @Jasmine_C27

#Macrosw A3To name a few immigrants and people living in poverty are hard to count because many of these people believe that if they are listed that they will not be treated all the same. And immigration are afraid to get sent back to their countries they don’t trust census

Stephen Cummings LISW ☕ @spcummings

RT @heydusti: @acosaorg A3 My guess is those traditionally disenfranchised — socially, politically, and financially. And with an increase i...

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda

RT @acosaorg: #MacroSW Yes! using census data to apply for grants to bring resources to the community!
https://t.co/OMx9slzHzX

👑 mizz_picklezz👑 @mizzpicklezz

@NYCounts2020 @Tayloracoutlier @acosaorg Holland, NY is one example I can think of. NY state had to sue cable providers because they were given money to increase broadband access in the area and the cable companies took the money and never did the work #MacroSW
Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @NYCounts2020: A3: Hard to count = Underserved low-income minority communities, children, the homeless, renters, persons with limited En...

Diana Devine @DianaDevine15
@acosaorg In the past, communities of colors, urban and rural areas with low income, immigrants, and young children are usually hardest to count. I think that is because they may not feel as included in the community or like they belong. #SW3100 #MacroSW

wilsjt3 @wilsjt3
@NYCounts2020 @OfficialMacroSW A2: The Census can be completed online in 2020 wilsjt3 for #MacroSW from #SW3100

Camille Sinclair @CamilleSinclai4
RT @lizwynne2020: @acosaorg A3: Immigrants, especially the illegal ones because they don't want their identity exposed. In fear that they c...

elizabeth wynne @lizwynne2020
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Going back to the chat we did on community assessment' census data can also be used to collect demographic info about...

ain'tnostoppingmenow @aintnostopping2
@buffaloM3L @heydusti @acosaorg I agree with you 😊. They already feel like they don't count. I had the opportunity to work with a group of wonderful people this summer. Equal Rights.#MacroSw #Sw3100
Teka Richardson @RichardsonTeka
@carlosodj A3 #MacroSW Communities that are historically hard to count are communities of color, urban and rural low-income households, immigrants, and young black and Hispanic children #SW3100

mizz_picklezz @mizzpicklezz
RT @lauracaba: @acosaorg A3: The census has not be representative of the diversity of human being. As such it makes it hard for people to...

ryphamMU @MuRypham
RT @NYCounts2020: A3: Hard to count = Underserved low-income minority communities, children, the homeless, renters, persons with limited En...

cecile crowley @cecilecrowley8
@acosaorg The majority of the population that would be hard to count would consist of the homeless population, low in come families, younger children, and also families living in rural areas #MacroSW

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @acosaorg: Q3: Which populations are historically hard-to-count and why? (Think demographics) #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @mizzpicklezz: @NYCounts2020 @Tayloracloutier @acosaorg Holland, NY is one example I can think of. NY state had to sue cable providers b...

Virginia J. @Anointing12345
A4 With a mis count of people it will be less people counted so less money given. So therefore it will be a shortage.#MacroSW
Caitlin Hoover @caitlanne
A3 Low income families. People that are renting homes with more than the maximum number of people permitted on the lease. The homeless. Children. People that speak a language for which there is no form. #macrosw

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @HVSaysStuff: @acosaorg I am glad to know the census will be online however, there are still populations where internet access is spotty...

elizabeth wynne @lizwynne2020
RT @sw3100: @acosaorg A1. Local government officials, residents, Real Estate, businesses, developers and city planners all uses the census...

elizabeth wynne @lizwynne2020
RT @CamilleSinclai4: @acosaorg A3: Young children are historically hard-to-count and are at risk for not being accounted for. This is becau...

Kristie Holmes @DrKristie
@acosaorg Having census data available online will give both researchers and practitioners an open channel for data that is usable (readable) for constituents. Break it down for community gatherings like city council. #MacroSW #AcademicTwitter

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @Amybeth135: A3: The Hispanic generation can be hard-to-count because many Americans with Hispanic ancestry don't identify with this lab...
Yvonne Davis @YvonneD70870410
@GrundyKeisha These technologies could dramatically reduce paperwork and staff time, potentially saving several billion dollars. #MacroSW #SW3100

Kemt @Kemt45669330
@emschaffstall @acosaorg Agreed. Hadn't thought of that but I imagine language barrier will make census difficult. #MacroSW

Terese Caiazza @CaiazzaTerese
#MacroSW

AliciaPopp @AliciaMSW2020
A3 Those who do not trust the government's intentions with the use of the data collected. People who do not have an understanding of what kinds of decisions are made based upon the census, so it seems trivial #MacroSW

Heather @HVSaysStuff
@acosaorg I also think that the census will be different in 2020 versus 2010 because we are talking about it more, examining more often through discussion the demographics of our country and more citizens are entering the conversation. #macrosw

Jason Planavsky @JayPlanavsky
The 2020 format will be different because it includes the category "not a US citizen" From everything I've read, the information gathered for those responses isn't supposed to be shared with anyone, but you can't fault certain respondents for having their doubts. #MacroSW

ACOSA @acosaorg
Q4: is coming up. Remember to use A4 and #MacroSW in your tweets.
Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
YOU GOT THIS EVERYONE!! Students tweet like your grade depends on it!! #MacroSW

DT Bruno @dplusbruno
RT @acosaorg: Q4: is coming up. Remember to use A4 and #MacroSW in your tweets.

TFlowers @TFlower29170309
@acosaorg A3: Off the top of my head I would guess homeless people. #MacroSW #SW3100

keyera butler @ButlerKeyera
RT @NYCounts2020: A3: Hard to count = Underserved low-income minority communities, children, the homeless, renters, persons with limited En...

Diana Devine @DianaDevine15
@_lauracaba @acosaorg I think that undocumented people do not participate because they do not technically "belong" or are legal citizens. By adding the new clause they definitely won’t participate in fear of what might happen. #MacroSW #SW3100

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @DrKristie: @acosaorg Having census data available online will give both researchers and practitioners an open channel for data that is...

Jen Underwood @HaloWeenRainbow
Q3 Map of hard to count communities https://t.co/SPEWo0RL52 #macrosw
luramazu @luramazu

RT @caitlanne: A3 Low income families. People that are renting homes with more than the maximum number of people permitted on the lease. Th...

wilsjt3 @wilsjt3

@acosaorg @OfficialMacroSW waiting on Q3: #MacroSW #SW3100

Elizabeth Morales @lizm_MSWstudent

A3: People is color, low socioeconomic status, non-English speaking, undocumented, just to name few. #MacroSW

Corinne Fiegl @CorinneFiegl

@HVSaysStuff @acosaorg Hi! I think you made a great point about respondents not wanting to talk to government workers on their doorsteps. I think people are really less likely to reveal that kind of information these days (but the political climate definitely doesn't help!) #MacroSW

👑 mizz_picklezz👑 @mizzpicklezz

@lizwynne2020 @acosaorg A3. it would make sense to count them to formulate an effective way to enfranchise them as citizens. We..the US have low birth rates, an aging population, grammar schools are closing..we need immigrants tbh..we need them to be folded in #MacroSW

Ann-Marie O'Brien @StrongGirl51

@acosaorg A3 populations are ‘hard to count’ because we lack the political will to change our practices to be more inclusive. #macroSW
elizabeth wynne @lizwynne2020
@CamilleSinclai4 @acosaorg Cami, great insight. I didn't consider young children in hard counting for the census. But it makes sense for those living below poverty levels and in complicated situations. They tend to be forgotten which is unfortunate. #SW3100 #MacroSW

Medium Dyke Energy 🌥️ @heydusti
@acosaorg A3 My clients live in long-term care facilities and have difficulty voting. I don’t know how census-taking works if they are their own household but don’t live independently. #MacroSW

ain'tnostoppingmenow @aintnostopping2
@heydusti @acosaorg I am sure they had those things in mind, especially if it's online. Never everyone has access to a computer. #Macrosw #Sw3100

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson
I use the Census for disability statistics gathering, mainly for states. The projections are what I’ve used when I first began this work. #MacroSW

Temperance @drama_qveenn
@YvonneD70870410 @aintnostopping2 This is a great point Yvonne! I didn’t even think of that. #MacroSW #SWK3100

Bridget @Bckhoss
@acosaorg A3: I would say, those that are homeless, individuals with disabilities and the elderly. These particular populations of people are marginalized and disadvantaged making it easy for them to be overlooked or disregarded #MacroSW
Stephanie Vega @sdvega13
A4 The census ultimately shares the representation of communities and the wide variety of public services that they will receive. If that is not being represented adequately, there will not be fair funding or true representation of those that need the most help. #macrosw

Kristie Holmes @DrKristie @acosaorg Wondering how #homelesscount gets factored in in cities like L.A. #macrosw

Terese Caiazza @CaiazzaTerese @JayPlanavsky @NYCounts2020 @acosaorg @NYGovCuomo any links? no pressure (haha) #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW RT @acosaorg: Q4: is coming up. Remember to use A4 and #MacroSW in your tweets.

ACOSA @acosaorg #MacroSW

Carolina Pacheco @cpacheco251 A3: Low income communities, especially those in rural areas. Also, if there is a question about citizenship, it might mean that those who are undocumented might steer away from participating due to fears of deportation. #macrosw

Stephen Cummings LISW ☕ @spcummings @karenzgoda #MacroSW https://t.co/g6qJmiNZjN
Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @sdvega13: A4 The census ultimately shares the representation of communities and the wide variety of public services that they will rece...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @DrKristie: @acosaorg Wondering how #homelesscount gets factored in in cities like L.A. #macrosw

Karen🌹Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @DrKristie: @acosaorg Wondering how #homelesscount gets factored in in cities like L.A. #macrosw

Anabueno09 @anabueno09
@acosaorg A3: low income families, undocumented immigrants, homeless population, young children, people with disabilities, in hospital. It would be hard to count them because they don’t have access to the census or do not have a permanent residence to get the census #MacroSW

ACOSA @acosaorg
Q4: How will the census undercount impact the communities you serve? #MacroSW

👀mizz_picklezz👀 @mizzpicklezz
@CorinneFieg1 @HVSaysStuff @acosaorg Usually Census takers are regular folks from the neighborhood. I knew someone that was a Census taker in 2010 and he wore regular clothing, but some folks were definitely not thrilled to see him at the door😊 #MacroSW
Camille Sinclair @CamilleSinclai4
@acosaorg A4: Political boundaries are based on population sizes and if the population is not accurate, the community’s voice in policy decision making is negatively impacted. Programs like SCHIP and SNAP are examples that can be negatively impacted due to an undercount. #SW3100 #MacroSW

Viviana Pereyra @vivanasw1
A4: The undercount will impact the communities we serve because the less amount of people that are reported will lead to less money and facilities built in communities of color #macrosw #CSUDHmsw501

Diana Devine @DianaDevine15
@acosaorg A4: If there are people in my community that are not citizens of the United States of America, then they will be drawn away from participating in the census. #MacroSW #SW3100

Melissa Stein @Melissa55308189
@acosaorg A3 The hardest population to count in my book is the homeless. They are unable to actually be involved because they do not have an address or any assets to their name so they are the hardest to be counted. #MacroSW #SW3100

ain'tnostoppingmenow @aintnostopping2
Q4. The federal Mony provided to States will be less. #Macrosw #Sw3100

NYCounts2020 @NYCounts2020
@sdvega13 True! And remember--for the next 10 years! #MacroSW
Heather @HVSaysStuff
@acosaorg Undocumented people, the disabled, non-native English speakers, those in rural areas, Native Americans on reservations, the LGBT community, the homeless, sequestered religious communities. #MacroSW

Ashley M @AshleyM21289317
@DianaDevine15 @acosaorg Hi Diana!! :) I think some people just aren't aware of the Cenus- nor want to spend time filling it out. #MacroSW #SW3100 😊😊

kylie @kylie44164448
@acosaorg A3. LGBTQ youth would be difficult as a majority of this population is transient and overlooked. #MacroSW

👑 mizz_picklezz👑 @mizzpicklezz
@acosaorg Q4. I live in an underserved community. Poverty is very noticeable. If these folks aren’t counted, they will not get the supportive programming and policy they need to get a leg up #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings LISW ☕ @spcummings
A3: The homeless population was mentioned. A #socialwork colleague of mine worked for the VA, locating homeless veterans to connect with services. She described how long it would take to build trust with the vets. #MacroSW

Elizabeth Morales @lizm_MSWstudent
A4: Funding for resources in those communities will be lacking. #MacroSW
Caroline R Horrigan @CRHorrigan 41 minutes ago
A4 Census undercount will diminish my community's basic infrastructure—roads, hospitals, housing. It will also enhance the vicious cycle of poverty and limit resources in an area that needs it most. #NotOkay #macrosw #CommunityBasedResearch

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul 41 minutes ago
RT @spcummings: A3: The homeless population was mentioned. A #socialwork colleague of mine worked for the VA, locating homeless veterans to...

NinaN @NinaN35519745 41 minutes ago
@acosaorg #LancasterPA has many refugees which may not response due to varies reasons, this could impact the type of fundings or grants the community receives which helps to serves this population. #MacroSW

Michael L @buffaloM3L 41 minutes ago
@acosaorg Undercounts will result in unequal apportionment of representatives and insufficient allocation of funding, leading to underserved communities #MacroSW

NYCounts2020 @NYCounts2020 40 minutes ago
RT @CamilleSinclai4: @acosaorg A4: Political boundaries are based on population sizes and if the population is not accurate, the community’...

ACOSA @acosaorg 40 minutes ago
#MacroSW

Angel Hollobaugh @AngelHollobaugh 40 minutes ago
@CamilleSinclai4 @acosaorg Wow, that's a really good answer! #SW3100 #MacroSW
ryphamMU @MuRypham
@acosaorg A4. The hard-to-count population is often one with the need for the most advocacy. If we have data that says they don’t exist or aren’t that big of a problem it makes our job of providing opportunity and resources all that more difficult. It also has a hand in funding. #MacroSW

Jason Planavsky @JayPlanavsky
Some of the most difficult populations to count include the homeless and immigrants. Accessibility and cultural/language barriers are especially problematic with these populations. Unfortunately, they are among the most at need for social services and funding. #MacroSW

Evelinda Parra @Evelinda_Parra
A4: An undercount of the census will impact the community by having less funding. EX: fewer resources schools in the community #macrosw

AliciaPopp @AliciaMSW2020
A4 An undercount may take away much needed funds for those in low income, minority neighborhoods. Buffalo has a high refugee population that could be impacted in the services that will be lost through an undercount #MacroSW

R.Tansil @FutureSW3
@acosaorg @OfficialMacroSW A.2.#MacroSW #SWK 3100 Residents can fill out census form online. Also their asking about citizenship status of immigrants.

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @spcummings: A3: The homeless population was mentioned. A socialwork colleague of mine worked for the VA, locating homeless veterans to...
ain'tnostoppingmenow @aintnostopping2
@Anointing12345 Detroit came up short from the last count, hence services for the city and state reduced. #Macrosw #Sw3100

Heather @HVSaysStuff
@acosaorg I have mainly worked in addiction & recovery. I am unsure how/if people in treatment centers or prisons are counted. We need accurate statistical data to allocate funding for resources. #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @mizzpicklezz: @acosaorg Q4. I live in an underserved community. Poverty is very noticeable. If these folks aren't counted, they will no...

Estela P. Torres @EstelaT_
A4: I feel that the census will impact the communities I serve by hindering the chances for them to flourish in life and not delivering the adequate resources #MacroSW

NYCounts2020 @NYCounts2020
A4: Funding for 300 federal programs are based on census data & include: SNAP, Medicaid, Medicare, WIC, Head Start, Title 1 School Funding, Section 8 Housing, etc. It will impact your state’s political power in Congress. #MacroSW

Corinne Fiegl @CorinneFiegl
@mizzpicklezz @HVSaysStuff @acosaorg Oh, I didn’t realize that! Thanks for the info!! #MacroSW

Emily Schaffstall @emschaffstall
RT @buffaloM3L: @acosaorg Undercounts will result in unequal apportionment of representatives and insufficient allocation of funding, leadi...
Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
@DrKristie @acosaorg Great to see you tonight Kristie - excellent point! Have you see @uscensusbureau coverage of National Homeless Persons' Memorial Day? https://t.co/EiHLweXDpW #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @JayPlanavsky: Some of the most difficult populations to count include the homeless and immigrants. Accessibility and cultural/language...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @MuRypham: @acosaorg A4. The hard-to-count population is often one with the need for the most advocacy. If we have data that says they d...

ACOSA @acosaorg
#MacroSW

TFlowers @TFlower29170309
@CheSnodgrass #MacroSW #SW3100 Yes, I also was thinking many in the Arab community would have been historically hard-to-count as well. Many have certain customs that may have prevented Census takers who came to their doors from being able to complete the survey.

Linda Grobman - The New Social Worker @newsocialworker
A4: The needs of undercounted people will not be recognized. #MacroSW

Jas @Jasmine_C27
#MacroSW A4 There will be no equal funding to everyone #SW3100
Melissa Stein @Melissa55308189 @Bckhoss @acosaorg Yes! I definitely agree. In my opinion the homeless are the ones that definitively such benefit from the resources, but this does not happen because they are under counted. You make a great point with the elderly as well. #MacroSW #SW3100

Jen Parga @SD_SocialWorker @JoThoHalloran @acosaorg A1 I think it is also a optional #data source folks can use when/prior to working in a community #MacroSW

Terese Caiazza @CaiazzaTerese @acosaorg #MacroSW A4: as many of us know, the census is critical to issues of civil rights & to vulnerable populations. influential folks (political leaders, lawmakers, "street-level bureaucrats" etc.) need to be convinced that ENOUGH people have a particular fiscal need

John Halloran @JoThoHalloran @MuRypham @acosaorg Exactly, and I think that's one of the most important things about the concept of statistical citizenship—and why it is so important to social work. #MacroSW

Shannon Sliva @ShannonSliva @acosaorg A4. I am worried about how the Census itself might impact the populations we serve, given current government statements and policies related to immigrants. Is there any chance that those who participate find their fears valid? #MacroSW
Laura Caballero @lauracaba  
@acosaorg A4: sadly, the undercount will affect those communities and people who would benefit from federal funding in their state. With out the funding there will be less neighborhood improvements or funding for public health, education, transportation just to name a few #MacroSW

Melissa Stein @Melissa55308189  
RT @acosaorg: Q4: is coming up. Remember to use A4 and #MacroSW in your tweets.

Andre Flowers @AndreFl96962143  
#MacroSW #Sw3100 A4: if we have an undercount it can cause many ramifications. Our communities will lose millions of dollars and the money loss will impact schools, healthcare, employment!

Corinne Fiegl @CorinneFiegl  
@AliciaMSW2020 You made a great point about our refugee population! #MacroSW

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson  
RT @acosaorg: Q4: How will the census undercount impact the communities you serve? #MacroSW

Jeralyn Bolanos @BolanosJeralyn  
A4: The census undercount will impact low income communities and agencies by not having enough funding because not all people will be counted. The people not counted will most likely be minorities and people living in low income communities. #MacroSW
👑 mizz_picklezzy @mizzpicklezzy
RT @NYCounts2020: A4: Funding for 300 federal programs are based on census data & include: SNAP, Medicaid, Medicare, WIC, Head Start, Title...

Solomon DS @SDS_Sunlight
RT @VilissaThompson: I use the Census for disability statistics gathering, mainly for states. The projections are what I’ve used when I fir...

kylie @kylie44164448
@DrKristie @OfficialMacroSW @acosaorg I would think shelters would be looked at but I would think many of our homeless would be neglected. #MacroSW

Morgan Benson @MorganB02814905
RT @CamilleSinclai4: @acosaorg A4: Political boundaries are based on population sizes and if the population is not accurate, the community’...

Michael L @buffaloM3L
Agreed. #macroSW

Seth J. Meyer @SethJMeyer
@acosaorg A4. I don’t necessarily live in an underserved community, but I still uses census data to justify my work. Undercounting hurts that quite a bit and doesn’t allow for a full picture of the community needs #MacroSW

luramazu @luramazu
@acosaorg A4 the less people counted, the less resources allocated to their communities. We need a fair count so that our community’s needs are evident... bc we need the resources that depend on the census to serve them!! #macroSW
Teka Richardson @RichardsonTeka
@vivianasw1 #MacroSW This is true. I also think educating people on the importance of the census will help change the outcome in reaching an accurate count. #SW3100

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @CaiazzaTerese: @acosaorg #MacroSW A4: as many of us know, the census is critical to issues of civil rights & to vulnerable populations....

Amy @Amybeth135
A4: The populations that are often under-represented in the census are often those who most need to be advocated for. If the results don't reflect the existence of these people, they may not receive the assistance they need. #macrosw

Terese Caiazza @CaiazzaTerese
@acosaorg #MacroSW A4(pt.2): in order to be willing to fight/vote for/support it. census data from the 2020 count can either really help or really hurt this cause. hopefully, new data will limit the need for people like us to lobby with our officials...but who knows.

Melissa Stein @Melissa55308189
@acosaorg A4 The undercount will hurt the people we serve extremely. Since we serve to the lower income families, they will not receive the resources in the areas that they desperately need such as school systems, roads and health care programs. #MacroSW #SW3100

Jas @Jasmine_C27
RT @AndreFl96962143: #MacroSW #Sw3100 A4: if we have an undercount it can cause many ramifications. Our communities will lose millions of d...
Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @Bckhoss: @acosaorg A3: I would say, those that are homeless, individuals with disabilities and the elderly. These particular population...

AliciaPopp @AliciaMSW2020
A4: An undercount may affect generations to come. . . lack of educational services especially such things as ENL leading to illiteracy and generational poverty in a system that has little safety net. It becomes a cycle of trying to survive #MacroSW

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
@DrKristie @acosaorg @uscensusbureau Always great for you to join! #MacroSW

elizabeth wynne @lizwynne2020
@AliciaMSW2020 Technology is the FUTURE! We should all be excited about this!!! #MacroSW #SW3100 https://t.co/YWMezIhpVC

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @spcummings: @karenzgoda #MacroSW https://t.co/g6qImiNZjN

ACOSA @acosaorg
Question 5 is coming up! Remember to include A5 and #MacroSW in your answer.

R.Tansil @FutureSW3
@acosaorg A.3 .#MacroSW # SW3100 . Children under the age of five blacks hispanic in underprivileged homes. People who have problems speaking english. Immigrants will fear being detained. Homeless people.
Jas @Jasmine_C27

RT @Melissa55308189: @acosaorg A4 The undercount will hurt the people we serve extremely. Since we serve to the lower income families, they...

Terese Caiazza @CaiazzaTerese

#MacroSW

DT Bruno @dplusbruno

RT @acosaorg: Question 5 is coming up! Remember to include A5 and #MacroSW in your answer.

Laura Caballero @lauracaba

@acosaorg A4: The undercut not only would be underrepresentation of # of people in areas but also affect how many representatives in the House of Representative for the state, $ and the list list goes on #MacroSW

elizabeth wynne @lizwynne2020

@aintnostopping2 I dont know about you but the advances in technology excite me! This is great news 😄 #SW3100 #MacroSW https://t.co/w9Jw4m80GS

Kristen Fisher @Kristen73023000

@acosaorg A4: Coming from a rural area, I can see an undercount leading to less monies allocated for services in an area that already has desperate shortages of providers, particularly in mental health. #MacroSW

NYCounts2020 @NYCounts2020

For those of you who mentioned the homeless population, check out this fact sheet by @civilrightsorg on Service Based Enumeration and the importance of community-based orgs in this process. https://t.co/zigSpxYhBn #MacroSW
Dr. Tom Felke @SocWrkDoc
A4) The undercount is a big issue here in SWFL due to how our communities are planned/aranged. We are looking to employ mobile GIS technologies to try and mitigate some undercount issues among populations we want to focus on assisting. #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @acosaorg: Question 5 is coming up! Remember to include A5 and #MacroSW in your answer.

TFlowers @TFlower29170309
RT @carlosodj: A3: undocumented, temporary migrants, non-English speakers, DV victims, rural residents, urban residents where crime is high...

ACOSA @acosaorg
#MacroSW

Terese Caiazza @CaiazzaTerese
RT @DianaDevine15: @acosaorg A4: If there are people in my community that are not citizens of the United States of America, then they will...

Terese Caiazza @CaiazzaTerese
RT @vivianasw1: A4: The undercount will impact the communities we serve because the less amount of people that are reported will lead to le...

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @SocWrkDoc: A4) The undercount is a big issue here in SWFL due to how our communities are planned/aranged. We are looking to employ mobi...
Jen Parga @SD_SocialWorker
@DrKristie #MacroSW

NYCounts2020 @NYCounts2020
RT @MuRypham: @acosaorg A4. The hard-to-count population is often one with the need for the most advocacy. If we have data that says they d...

👑 mizz_picklezz👑 @mizzpicklezz
RT @NYCounts2020: For those of you who mentioned the homeless population, check out this fact sheet by @civilrightsorg on Service Based Enu...

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @NYCounts2020: For those of you who mentioned the homeless population, check out this fact sheet by @civilrightsorg on Service Based Enu...

Keisha Grundy @GrundyKeisha
@AndreFI96962143 Yes, thats why its very important to willingly participate. Funding could get cut in a major way, for a lot of things! #macrosw #sw3100

ACOSA @acosaorg
Q5: What ideas do you have to personalize the census to your community in order to ensure they complete the census? #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @SocWrkDoc: A4) The undercount is a big issue here in SWFL due to how our communities are planned/aranged. We are looking to employ mobi...
Michael Che Snodgrass @CheSnodgrass
#SW3100#3100 #MacroSW #A4 Because without a large amount of citizens in that community counted. There will be less funding provided for that particular community.

Stephen Cummings LISW ☕ @spcummings
RT @SocWrkDoc: A4) The undercount is a big issue here in SWFL due to how our communities are planned/aranged. We are looking to employ mobi...

Medium Dyke Energy 🔥 @heydusti
@acosaorg I work exclusively with disabled adults who receive Medicaid. Underrepresentation is ALWAYS my biggest fear. We in Wyo also have a rapidly aging population (hooray for long life expectancy!) and need ALL our residents to be counted so all our needs can be met. #MacroSW

Jason Planavsky @JayPlanavsky
A4 A census undercount would adversely impact the communities social workers serve by preventing the equitable allocation of public funds. This would obviously result in overwhelming service providers and stretching resources to the extent it affects many populations #MacroSW

Terese Caiazza @CaiazzaTerese
#MacroSW #Census2020 #Homeless

Kristie Holmes @DrKristie
@karenzgoda @acosaorg @uscensusbureau Oh yes! #macrosw https://t.co/XAqbyE6jFB
Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @GrundyKeisha: @AndreFl96962143 Yes, that's why it's very important to willingly participate. Funding could get cut in a major way, for a...

ACOSA @acosaorg
#MacroSW

Melissa Stein @Melissa55308189
@mizzpicklezz @acosaorg Wow, I think this is awesome that you have a first hand out look on this. (: It is extremely important for people to realize the damages that are happening to the lower income areas because they need to be served first! #MacroSW #SW3100

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson
RT @acosaorg: Q5: What ideas do you have to personalize the census to your community in order to ensure they complete the census? #MacroSW

Evelinda Parra @Evelinda_Parra
A5: possibly developing a community meeting to educate and inform the community on how important it is to fill out the census. Provide information/data on how it affect communities if it's not filled out. #macrosw

wilsjt3 @wilsjt3
@acosaorg @OfficialMacroSW Q3: Communities of color, (& Immigrants) suffer as being hard-to-count populations... often due to low income.. #MacroSW #SW3100
Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @heydusti: @acosaorg I work exclusively with disabled adults who receive Medicaid. Underrepresentation is ALWAYS my biggest fear. We in...

DT Bruno @dplusbruno
Ensures questions/instructions of census are translated in American Sign Language so Deaf/HoH/ASL users are more likely to fill out the census. #MacroSW

Medium Dyke Energy ⚡ @heydusti
A4 #MacroSW

Diana Devine @DianaDevine15
@acosaorg I think that there could be something to help encourage people to participate. Maybe the more people in a community to participate, the community could always get something out of it or people who do not participate could retain some sort of punishment. #MacroSW #SW3100

Caroline R Horrigan @CRHorrigan
A5 Communities know themselves, the government needs to learn how to know communities. Enumerators should comes from the underrepresented areas. People are more likely to buy into the census if they are able to learn about it from their trusted neighbors. Use CABs! #macrosw

Emily Schaffstall @emschaffstall
Q5: #MacroSW

Ashley M @AshleyM21289317
@lizwynne2020 @AliciaMSW2020 Lol Liz I love this clip! 😄 #MacroSW #SW3100
Karen🌹Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @DrKristie: @karenzgoda @acosaorg @uscensusbureau Oh yes! #macrosw https://t.co/XAgbyE6jFB

Heather @HVSaysStuff
@CamilleSinclai4 @acosaorg This is a good point. I hadn't thought about this! Marginalized populations already feel like they don't have a voice and this just exacerbates it. #macrosw

👑 mizz_pinklezz👑 @mizzpicklezz
@acosaorg Q5. The easiest way woul be to speak plainly about the impact of the Census and elaborate on why it's important that people let themselves be counted. #MacroSW

NYCounts2020 @NYCounts2020
@JayPlanavsky That's why it's CRITICAL that there be funding for community-based orgs who hard-to-count communities trust to help #GetOuttheCount! Those of you in New York State, please join us for our Albany Advocacy Day on March 5th to request $40M for CBOs https://t.co/izF6E1VEdX #MacroSW

Michael L @buffaloM3L
@acosaorg A5: Hold informational sessions in hard to reach communities, and seek volunteer translators to partner-up with census takers to assist non-English speaking individuals provide accurate information. #macroSW

Michelle Hill SW3100 @sw3100
@acosaorg @OfficialMacroSW People will have an option to complete their household census questionnaire online. The CB has been testing new approaches of collecting data on race ethnicity in order to get a more accurate portrait of the U.S. population. #MacroSW & #sw3100
Stephen Cummings LISW 🍀 @spcummings
32 minutes ago
RT @dplusbruno: Ensures questions/instructions of census are translated in American Sign Language so Deaf/HoH/ASL users are more likely to...

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
32 minutes ago
RT @CRHorrigan: A5 Communities know themselves, the government needs to learn how to know communities. Enumerators should comes from the u...

Teka Richardson @RichardsonTeka
32 minutes ago
@acosaorg #MacroSW Communities will not be adequately represented. They will not receive the proper amount of resources or federal funding and also will be denied a full voice in community decision making #SW3100

Jaclyn P @JaclynP19
32 minutes ago
A4 Individuals with disabilities could also be undercounted. This could be due to specific abilities in completing surveys, as well as the limited survey options related to disability. Having accurate data related to this population is critical for program funding #MacroSW

NYCounts2020 @NYCounts2020
31 minutes ago
RT @NYCounts2020: @JayPlanavsky That’s why it’s CRITICAL that there be funding for community-based orgs who hard-to-count communities trust...

AliciaPopp @AliciaMSW2020
31 minutes ago
A5: Stemming from our chat from last week on locality development, would it be possible to incorporate respected members who live in the community to help with the door to door process? Having someone come to your door who you trust may make a difference #MacroSW
Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @NYCounts2020: @JayPlanavsky That's why it's CRITICAL that there be funding for community-based orgs who hard-to-count communities trust...

Viviana Pereyra @vivianasw1
A5: Maybe having a city meeting where individuals can be informed on the importance of filling out the census and have someone to go through the process with them #macrosw #CSUDHmsw501

elizabeth wynne @lizwynne2020
@acosaorg A5: Possibly create an incentive for those who partake in the census. This could be as simple as a drawing through the community. But also having disclaimer about their confidentiality. Besides, the census should be something people want to do! #SW3100 #MacroSW

Estela P. Torres @EstelaT_
A5: Ideas that can be used to to personalize the census in my community in order to ensure they complete the census is by creating workshops and bringing members of the community together, in order to ensure the completion of the census #MacroSW

Heather @HVSaysStuff
@CRHorrigan You said it perfectly! "We need to know our populations to know our clients!” #Macrosw

wilsjt3 @wilsjt3
@acosaorg Q4: Communities can suffer and can stagnate economical growth... #MacroSW #SW3100
elizabeth wynne @lizwynne2020

RT @acosaorg: #MacroSW https://t.co/HUZ8PAW3xT

Ashley M @AshleyM21289317

A5: I could start by making sure my community is aware of the 2020 Census. I would also make sure my community knows the benefits of the census. #SW3100 #MacroSW

@mizz_picklezz @mizzpicklezz

@acosaorg Q5. So many community initiatives and government funding is tied to Census data people can’t afford to not to be counted. #MacroSW

NYCounts2020 @NYCounts2020

RT @acosaorg: #MacroSW https://t.co/wQycdzhRUC

ACOSA @acosaorg

#MacroSW For those in New York State, @NYCounts2020 has an Albany Advocacy Day on March 5th to advocate for $40M for CBOs

Terese Caiazza @CaiazzaTerese

@acosaorg #MacroSW A5: I work w/ low-income home care workers at my field placement in Buffalo, NY. I'm learning that poor people w/ busy schedules, no money, kids, etc. need PHYSICAL places to go & people AROUND to offer help & support. Hosting public events @ our office 4 folks to come..

ain'tnostoppingmenow @aintnostopping2

A1. At a national level, census information is used to plan health care, education, employment, transportation. Building of new roads. #Macrosw #Sw3100
elizabeth wynne @lizwynne2020
RT @acosaorg: Q5: What ideas do you have to personalize the census to your community in order to ensure they complete the census? #MacroSW

NYCounts2020 @NYCounts2020
@heydusti @acosaorg Thanks for sharing #MacroSW

Stephanie Vega @sdvega13
I would educate people about the importance of completing the census. Having a community meeting or pass flyers to community members on the importance and how as a community we will be impacted #macrosw

NYCounts2020 @NYCounts2020
RT @mizzpicklezz: @acosaorg Q4. I live in an underserved community. Poverty is very noticeable. If these folks aren't counted, they will no...

Jeralyn Bolanos @BolanosJeralyn
A5: Something important is to educate undercounted populations about the importance of the census and the effects it has on people who do not participate in it #MacroSW

Stephanie Vega @sdvega13
#A5 #MacroSW

Heather @HVSaysStuff
@carlosodj That's a good point about literacy. I think we consider that non-native English speakers will be under counted but what about those who have literacy issues? I hadn't thought about that. #Macrosw
NYCounts2020 @NYCounts2020
RT @acosaorg: Q5: What ideas do you have to personalize the census to your community in order to ensure they complete the census? #MacroSW

Terese Caiazza @CaiazzaTerese
@acosaorg ..fill out the paper forms or borrow computers and/or phones and ask questions if needed has helped us with turnout for workforce support & trainings, as well as taxes! I could see that working for this, too. #MacroSW #Census2020

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @acosaorg: #MacroSW https://t.co/HUZ8PAW3xT

Caitlin Hoover @caitianne
A4: We work with the most vulnerable populations in need of resources and services that could come from the census, yet these are the populations that are most often underrepresented #macrosw

👑 mizz_picklezz👑 @mizzpicklezz
@EstelaT_ A5. I'd even say if it's feasible and weather permitting have a block party event with needed services and have the Census available and count people that way. At least it would be fun #MacroSW

NYCounts2020 @NYCounts2020
RT @buffaloM3L: @acosaorg A5: Hold informational sessions in hard to reach communities, and seek volunteer translators to partner-up with c...
Corinne Fiegl @CorinneFiegl
@AliciaMSW2020 Yes, not just a random face! Even making a community event out of it, I think, would be a good idea. It could be held at a local library where people could help the respondents with the technology if need be #MacroSW

Kristie Holmes @DrKristie
It’s hard to get participation in anything when people don’t see the point and already lack time/ resources. After what happened with DACA I’d be wary to support the idea of safety. #MacroSW

wilsjt3 @wilsjt3
@acosaorg @OfficialMacroSW A3: Immigrants w/low income..
#MacroSW #SW3100

elizabeth wynne @lizwynne2020
RT @Melissa55308189: @acosaorg A4 The undercount will hurt the people we serve extremely. Since we serve to the lower income families, they...

Jason Planavsky @JayPlanavsky
A5 I think it would be best for everyone in local communities to include members of commonly undercounted populations in census outreach efforts. They would have unique insights and abilities to connect with hard-to-count demographics #MacroSW

Elizabeth Morales @lizm_MSWstudent
A5: As someone had previously mentioned. Educating our communities in the importance of participating in the Census. Explaining how we can take advantage of the numbers and use it in favor of our communities. Possibly adding questions regarding resource needs. #MacroSW
Angel Hollobaugh @AngelHollobaugh
@caitlanne Exactly! We need to do something to fix this...
#macroSW #SW3100

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @HVSaysStuff: @carlosodj That's a good point about literacy. I think we consider that non-native English speakers will be under counted...

Kristen Fisher @Kristen73023000
@acosaorg A5: We could take the census in person to workplaces or houses of worship. Having a hybrid paper or online format so people could feel comfortable with the medium would also be important. #MacroSW

NYCounts2020 @NYCounts2020
@CaiazzaTerese @acosaorg Right–but they have to first understand the importance of the census. So it’s not just assistance/support, it’s also education. #MacroSW

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
MA lost a legislator due to the 2010 Census: https://t.co/CputAkt6KV #MacroSW

NYCounts2020 @NYCounts2020
RT @NYCounts2020: @CaiazzaTerese @acosaorg Right–but they have to first understand the importance of the census. So it’s not just assistance...

Rayvon @Rayvon_BD
@OfficialMacroSW #MacroSW
ACOSA @acosaorg 27 minutes ago

#MacroSW This is a great suggestion, inclusive planning for informed outreach

Melissa Stein @Melissa55308189 27 minutes ago

@acosaorg Q5 I would have incentives (like free yearly passes to their local community center, etc) to have the people fill out the census and be truthful with their present situation. It is important they receive the help that is needed! <3 #SW3100 #MacroSW

Rayvon @Rayvon_BD 27 minutes ago

@OfficialMacroSW #MacroSW

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda 27 minutes ago

RT @acosaorg: Q5: What ideas do you have to personalize the census to your community in order to ensure they complete the census? #MacroSW

ACOSA @acosaorg 27 minutes ago

The hour is almost up. Please share any final comments or questions you have #MacroSW

DT Bruno @dplusbruno 27 minutes ago

RT @acosaorg: The hour is almost up. Please share any final comments or questions you have #MacroSW

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda 27 minutes ago

RT @acosaorg: #MacroSW https://t.co/wQycdzhRUC

R.Tansil @FutureSW3 26 minutes ago

@acosaorg #MacroSW #SWK3100 A.1. The government to determine the amount of seats in the House of Representatives and electoral votes each state will have for the following decade. Federal and state funding. #Macro SW
elizabeth wynne @lizwynne2020
@MorganB02814905 This is great for the LGBTQ community!
People have the option to choose an additional sexual orientation.
I believe voices are being heard in regards to sexual affiliation.
#MacroSW #SW3100 https://t.co/dcSetHwSpz

Medium Dyke Energy 🙌 @heydusti
@acosaorg A5 #MacroSW Setting up a workshop on the census at
my CIL and reviewing the importance of the census. We also take
our workshops into homes & the community. #MacroSW

Kristen Fisher @Kristen73023000
@sdvega13 You could distribute the census at your community
meeting! #MacroSW

Andre Flowers @AndreFl96962143
#MacroSW #Sw3100 In order to serve my community, I would set
up 4 stations with 20 people in each. Each station deploys the
people to the neighborhood and go house to house to see whose
living there. Take the time to talk with each member of the house
if necessary and explain it

Jas @Jasmine_C27
#Macrosw A5 ill help the community out of poverty and census
can make a difference in recognizing that and can help a lot
of people out by providing resources to those communities. It will
definitely change a lot of people perspective about census.
#SW3100

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @DrKristie: It’s hard to get participation in anything when
people don’t see the point and already lack time/ resources. After
what happen...
ain'tnostoppingmenow @aintnostopping2
A5. Create a public national address file. Communities that have an active and updated data source. #Macrosw Sw3100

Terese Caiazza @CaiazzaTerese
@acosaorg additionally, I know that many folks don't understand the ways in which census data can impact their lives, why its important to fill it out, etc. spreading accessible information to the public is always a plus, too! anyone else down to make some cool infographics? :) #MacroSW

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @DrKristie: It’s hard to get participation in anything when people don’t see the point and already lack time/ resources. After what happ...

AliciaPopp @AliciaMSW2020
A5 Each of us has a voice and a sphere of influence in our communities, field placements, places of employment. Speak about the issues involved. People who are educated about things respond from that knowledge and gain a voice #MacroSW

Terese Caiazza @CaiazzaTerese
@NYCounts2020 @acosaorg absolutely! I added a bit about that while you were writing this reply as well! #MacroSW

Laura Caballero @_lauracaba
@acosaorg Q5: Education is key. Going in the communities and educating on the implications that can arise if said undercount take place. Providing guidance and assistance for people who have never have partaken in a census. #MacroSW
Melissa Stein @Melissa55308189
@lizwynne2020 @acosaorg Liz! Great minds think alike! Incentives are great for a motivating situations that will benefit them at the time and for the future. Good point Liz! #SW3100 #MacroSW

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @acosaorg: #MacroSW This is a great suggestion, inclusive planning for informed outreach https://t.co/dYcCZEm60I

Evelinda Parra @Evelinda_Parra
Thank you so much for hosting this weeks twitter chat @acosaorg. I really enjoy this weeks topic! #CSUDHmsw501 #macrosw

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
#macrosw https://t.co/CRIKq9mJPG

Vanesha Brown @BrownVanesh
A5: Have census workers come to church and community events #macrosw

ACOSA @acosaorg
Thanks for joining us! Hope you can make it to another #MacroSW in the future @Evelinda_Parra

R.Tansil @FutureSW3
RT @acosaorg: Question 5 is coming up! Remember to include A5 and #MacroSW in your answer.

ACOSA @acosaorg
Tonight’s transcript will be available on the #MacroSW site.
Viviana Pereyra @vivianasw1
Thank you for hosting this chat it was interesting! #macrosw #CSUDHmsw501

24 minutes ago

DT Bruno @dplusbruno
RT @acosaorg: Tonight’s transcript will be available on the #MacroSW site.

24 minutes ago

Stephanie Vega @sdvega13
Thank you to all and @acosaorg for hosting! I really enjoyed it!
#CSUDHmsw501 #macrosw

24 minutes ago

Teka Richardson @RichardsonTeka
@buffaloM3L @acosaorg #MacroSW This is so true and unfortunately happens all to often. I really don’t think people understand the importance and the purpose of the census. If they did I believe people would be more willing to cooperate.#SW3100

24 minutes ago

ACOSA @acosaorg
Next week's #MacroSW chat: Community Organizing: Making It Happen in Your Neighborhood with guest expert Greer Hamilton, MSW

24 minutes ago

Karen🌹Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @heydusti: @acosaorg A5 #MacroSW Setting up a workshop on the census at my CIL and reviewing the importance of the census. We also take...

24 minutes ago

Keisha Grundy @GrundyKeisha
@Rayvon_BD @OfficialMacroSW can you explain please? #macrosw #sw3100

24 minutes ago
R.Tansil @FutureSW3
RT @SocWrkDoc: A4) The undercount is a big issue here in SWFL due to how our communities are planned/aranged. We are looking to employ mobi...

DT Bruno @dplusbruno
RT @acosaorg: Next week's #MacroSW chat: Community Organizing: Making It Happen in Your Neighborhood with guest expert Greer Hamilton, MSW

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @lizwynne2020: @MorganB02814905 This is great for the LGBTQ community! People have the option to choose an additional sexual orientation...

ain'tnostoppingmenow @aintnostopping2
A5. Bring back the community centers. Have block clubs that keep an accurate tally of neighbors that move in and out the community. #Macrosw #Sw3100

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @acosaorg: The hour is almost up. Please share any final comments or questions you have #MacroSW

Jas @Jasmine_C27
RT @DrKristie: It's hard to get participation in anything when people don’t see the point and already lack time/ resources. After what happ...

Charla Cannon Yearwood @CharlaYearwood
RT @acosaorg: Next week's #MacroSW chat: Community Organizing: Making It Happen in Your Neighborhood with guest expert Greer Hamilton, MSW
NataliCervantes @NataliCervant10
Thank you all! #MacroSW #CSUDHMSW501

Evelinda Parra @Evelinda_Parra
RT @acosaorg: Thanks for joining us! Hope you can make it to another #MacroSW in the future @Evelinda_Parra
https://t.co/1fNvaMwmth

Corinne Fiegl @CorinneFiegl
Thank you all for a very informative chat! #macrosw

R.Tansil @FutureSW3
RT @spcummings: A3: The homeless population was mentioned. A #socialwork colleague of mine worked for the VA, locating homeless veterans to...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
As the hour comes to a close we want to ask that if you enjoy these chats consider being a patron. Your support will enable the chats to continue and for us to expand the services we offer.
https://t.co/8OsI12SDIO #MacroSW

ACOSA @acosaorg
Thank you all for participating in tonight’s #MacroSW chat.

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson
RT @acosaorg: Next week’s #MacroSW chat: Community Organizing: Making It Happen in Your Neighborhood with guest expert Greer Hamilton, MSW

ACOSA @acosaorg
Special thanks to @NYCounts2020 Liz and Addy for joining us and sharing their expertise. #MacroSW
Michael Che Snodgrass @CheSnodgrass 23 minutes ago
#SW3100 #3100 #MacroSW #A5 A5It is very important to educate people that it is important to fill out the census. I would participate in community meeting to press the issue. Maybe people should go door to door in the communities to speak and educate others of the census.

Jeralyn Bolanos @BolanosJeralyn 23 minutes ago
I really enjoyed this week’s topic. Thank you @acosaorg for hosting! #CSUDHmsw501 #MacroSW

Andre Flowers @AndreFl96962143 23 minutes ago
Apologize for the inconvenience, but this is A5: #MacroSW #Sw3100

ACOSA @acosaorg 23 minutes ago
Thanks again to the #MacroSW partners: @karenzgoda @SunyaFolayan @porndaughter @VilissaThompson @spcummings

NYCounts2020 @NYCounts2020 22 minutes ago
@MuRypham @acosaorg Individuals should be encouraged to join Complete Count Committees to be sure everyone is counted in their neighborhoods. A CCC is just a committee composed of key reps of the community including electeds, CBOs, faith-base groups, housing groups, businesses, etc. #MacroSW

NYCounts2020 @NYCounts2020 22 minutes ago
RT @NYCounts2020: @MuRypham @acosaorg Individuals should be encouraged to join Complete Count Committees to be sure everyone is counted in...

ACOSA @acosaorg 22 minutes ago
And the other #MacroSW chat contributors @AlyssaLotmore and @ubssw.
Karen🌹Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @OfficialMacroSW: As the hour comes to a close we want to ask that if you enjoy these chats consider being a patron. Your support will e...

Elizabeth Figueroa @erangelfigueroa
Thank you so much, this Twitter chat experience was great.
#CSUDHMSW521 #MacroSW

Elizabeth Morales @lizm_MSWstudent
Thank you @acosaorg for hosting tonight. Great chat everyone!
#CSUDHmsw501 #MacroSW

ACOSA @acosaorg
#MacroSW

👑mizz_picklezz👑 @mizzpicklezz
@acosaorg Shameless plug ..please join he social work students and social workers of @CRISPontheHill for our Advocacy Day events in Washington, DC March 19th and 20th. You can visit us at https://t.co/Bob73ukagK to find out more #MacroSW

Carolina Pacheco @cpacheco251
Great chat tonight, until next time! 🙏 #CSUDHmsw501 #macrosw

Terese Caiazza @CaiazzaTerese
Thank you @acosaorg and @OfficialMacroSW for hosting tonight's #MacroSW chat! I'm especially looking forward to reading the transcript later to see everything I missed! Looking forward to the next one.
NYCounts2020 @NYCounts2020 22 minutes ago
A5: Imagine your local school, hospital, or library closing because of an undercount. Imagine a child not receiving a vaccine during an outbreak. Or an election lost by one electoral vote. A road closed due to underfunding. #MacroSW

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda 22 minutes ago
RT @CorinneFiegl: Thank you all for a very informative chat! #macrosw

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda 22 minutes ago
RT @acosaorg: Thank you all for participating in tonight’s #MacroSW chat.

wilsjt3 @wilsjt3 22 minutes ago
@acosaorg @OfficialMacroSW A5: Stimulus packages per individuals % of (in) households?!?... "Just a theory!"... #MacroSW #SW3100

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW 22 minutes ago
We would also like to take a minute to thank everyone who have become a patron #MacroSW https://t.co/ORocwpWNpf

Angelica Cohen @ACohen_876 22 minutes ago
Thank you @acosaorg for hosting tonight. I enjoyed the experience of participating and look forward to the next Twitter chat #CSUDHmsw501 #MacroSW

Yadira Guitron-Cayetano @GuitronYadira 21 minutes ago
Today's chat was interesting! Thank you for hosting! #CSUDHmsw501 #MacroSW
Taurus @TaurusTheArtist
@50cent That's why your Dumb ass is Dumb now... you always focused on the wrong thang https://t.co/Ugy2zBWqMX
#ApexLegendsBattleRoyale #Yatra #ModiParliamentSpeech #MacroSW #MasteryChat #NBAAllStarDraft #BlackFace
#BustDownBarbiana #Brexit #BBCeleb #BTSxGrammys #BlackHistoryMonth #Leafs https://t.co/EPEAl6mbsD

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @mizzpicklezz: @acosaorg Shameless plug ..please join he social work students and social workers of @CRISPontheHill for our Advocacy Day...

Michael L @buffaloM3L
Thank you for hosting and thank you to all the participants for providing great conversation! #MacroSW

NYCounts2020 @NYCounts2020
Shout out to Buffalo students & anyone else from New York State: Join us for March 5th Albany Day to advocate for $40M for community-based census outreach! https://t.co/izF6E1VEdX #MacroSW

Alyssa Lotmore @AlyssaLotmore
@acosaorg @UBSSW Great work by @acosta and the guest experts of the night! #MacroSW

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @lizm_MSWstudent: Thank you @acosaorg for hosting tonight. Great chat everyone! #CSUDHmsw501 #MacroSW

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @acosaorg: And the other #MacroSW chat contributors @AlyssaLotmore and @ubssw.
Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @erangelfigueroa: Thank you so much, this Twitter chat experience was great. #CSUDHMSW521 #MacroSW

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @acosaorg: Thanks again to the #MacroSW partners: @karenzgoda @SunyaFolayan @porndaughter @VilissaThompson @spcummings

Estela P. Torres @EstelaT_
@acosaorg Thank you for being such an incredible host tonight! I enjoyed this chat! I learned more about the census and how it can impact vulnerable and low income communities. Thank you again! #CSUDHmsw501 #MacroSW

Yvonne Davis @YvonneD70870410
@wilsjt3 @acosaorg @OfficialMacroSW The Census Bureau classifies these communities as well as immigrant, limited English proficient, and single-family households, as "hard-to-count." #MacroSW #SW3100

Dr. Tom Felke @SocWrkDoc
Great work tonight, everyone! Students - excellent job participating! Hope to see many of you throughout the semester. My Social Policy students will be on here for the 2/28 and 3/14 chats. See you soon! #MacroSW https://t.co/DJ5JQMBFnb

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @BolanosJeralyn: I really enjoyed this week's topic. Thank you @acosaorg for hosting! #CSUDHmsw501 #MacroSW

Terese Caiazza @CaiazzaTerese
RT @acosaorg: #MacroSW https://t.co/Rb23MkZcwz
Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @acosaorg: Special thanks to @NYCounts2020 Liz and Addy for joining us and sharing their expertise. #MacroSW

20 minutes ago

 karış Picklezz👑 @mizzpicklezz
@GrundyKeisha @carlosodj @caitlanne I agree with you there. There are legitimate valid reasons not to open the door in this climate #MacroSW

20 minutes ago

Janet Joiner @CyberSocialWork
Had an amazing experience participating with my #SWK3100 students tonight! I LOVE Social Work! Have a nice evening all #MacroSW https://t.co/fuHXJ8HQEp

20 minutes ago

Vanesha Brown @BrownVanesha
Many thanks to the moderator #CSUDHmsw501 #macrosw

20 minutes ago

ryphamMU @MuRypham
@acosaorg A5. Individuals in the community taking charge to advocate and educate to their neighbors the importance of being counted so that the broader community can benefit from things such as extra funding, creation of specialized programs and representation in congress! #macroSW

19 minutes ago

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
Thank you @PolicyDrSchmidt @SocialWorkPulse @DorlisaMinnick Walter & @CharlaYearwood!! #MacroSW

19 minutes ago

Laura Caballero @_lauracaba
@acosaorg thank you so much for today’s #macrosw live chat. I loved seeing all of the well thought out responses from everyone participating. #CSUDHmsw501

19 minutes ago
Medium Dyke Energy 🌈 @heydusti
@CaiazzaTerese @acosaorg Transportation is a HUGE barrier for my clients, and for many populations. Bringing the information to people in their homes in non-invasive ways could be key. #MacroSW

wilsjt3 @wilsjt3
@acosaorg @OfficialMacroSW A4: Can stagnate economical growth.. #MacroSW #SW3100

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @CaiazzaTerese: Thank you @acosaorg and @OfficialMacroSW for hosting tonight's #MacroSW chat! I'm especially looking forward to reading...

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter
RT @karenzgoda: Thank you @PolicyDrSchmidt @SocialWorkPulse @DorlisaMinnick Walter & @CharlaYearwood!! #MacroSW
https://t.co/iKJM1WMGJf

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @lauracaba: @acosaorg thank you so much for today's macrosw live chat. I loved seeing all of the well thought out responses from every...

Teka Richardson @RichardsonTeka
@acosaorg #MacroSW To personalize the census in my community to ensure more of an accurate count I would educate and offer some sort of incentive such free gas cards or groceries for participating families #SW3100
#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW

RT @SocWrkDoc: Great work tonight, everyone! Students - excellent job participating! Hope to see many of you throughout the semester. My So…

Dorlisa Minnick @DorlisaMinnick

RT @NYCounts2020: A3: Hard to count = Underserved low-income minority communities, children, the homeless, renters, persons with limited En…

Jen Underwood @HaloWeenRainbow

Thanks for a great chat! Good night, everyone! #macrosw

R.Tansil @FutureSW3

RT @OfficialMacroSW: We would also like to take a minute to thank everyone who have become a patron #MacroSW https://t.co/ORocwpWNpf

NYCounts2020 @NYCounts2020

Thank you so much to everyone who joined us! And shout-out to all the first-time students on Twitter! Give us a follow to stay in the loop on all things 2020 Census and check out our website for more resources: https://t.co/ZkNr6JtI32 #MacroSW

Medium Dyke Energy 🔥 @heydusti

A5 #MacroSW Advocates in the community really make a huge difference!

Michelle Hill SW3100 @sw3100

@SocWrkDoc @OfficialMacroSW Hi Tom good point also when young children are under counted our communities are denied a full voice in policy decision making. #MacroSW & # SW3100
kylie @kylie44164448 15 minutes ago
@carlosodj I can absolutely agree that individuals who can not speak English would be difficult to locate. Also, people who can’t read. #MacroSW

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda 15 minutes ago
RT @HaloWeenRainbow: Thanks for a great chat! Good night, everyone! #macrosw

Keisha Grundy @GrundyKeisha 13 minutes ago
@mizzpicklezz @carlosodj @caitlanne Yes, for example here in Detroit random people have been posing as law enforcement committing crimes and it makes it hard for citizens to trust each other along with government officials. #macrosw #sw3100

Keryck den Breeijen @trendy_totebag 11 minutes ago
RT @acosaorg: Shout out to the #MacroSW partners: @karenzgoda @SunyaFolayan @porndughter @VilissaThompson @spcummings

👑 mizz_picklezz👑 @mizzpicklezz 8 minutes ago
RT @NYCounts2020: A5: Imagine your local school, hospital, or library closing because of an undercount. Imagine a child not receiving a vac...
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